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ABSTRACT
Focus group interviews in a field-based setting were used to obtain qualitative
data on the perceptions held by family forest owners relating to invasive species control
methods. Focus groups, while common in forestry and natural resource research, are not
usually facilitated in the field. The interviews took place on sites prepared in
demonstration fashion to show various herbicide application methods for the control of
Chinese privet (Ligustrum sinense). The focus group data pointed to many themes,
underlying concerns, and motivations that steer landowner decision making. Among the
results were themes stressing landowner worries about post-treatment reestablishment of
privet infestations and the need for selective chemicals or methods to avoid harming nontarget species. Also, concerns surfaced about the cost effectiveness of treatments in light
of low timber value, the possible need for guarantees from herbicide applicators, and
availability of cost-share assistance. Environmental concerns centered on the ecological
effects of invasive species as well as the possible adverse effects of the chemicals used to
treat them. Finally, an unexpected result was the perception among participating
landowners that field focus groups are a strong demonstration tool.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
This introduction is not a traditional thesis introduction with brief summary and
literature review introducing and justifying the project. It is more of a narrative
description of the project detailing procedures in an attempt to inform the reader to a
level that will allow interpretation of subsequent chapters from a position of knowledge.
The three chapters following this introduction are separate articles written to the
specifications of the journal or organization which they were prepared for. Different as
they may be, each article is based on the purpose of the research project. This purpose
was to explore the decision making process used by South Carolina family forest owners
to evaluate herbicide treatment options used for Chinese privet control. The project
attempts to define the thought processes, motivations, and concerns that lead to
perceptions of treatment efficacy and cost effectiveness.
Focus group interviews were chosen as the method for finding these perceptions,
motivations, and concerns. Focus groups, basically multiple interviews done with groups
of people rather than one-on-one with individuals, were the preferred method for
collecting data of this type. Conventional surveys or one-on-one interviews were not
desired because the object of this project was not to test a true hypothesis or obtain data
to confirm or deny a preconceived idea. Focus groups were used in hopes of exploring
any feelings and concerns forest owners experience when presented with different
treatment options and invasive species management situations. This goal led to a rarely
implemented focus group method used in the project. The South Carolina family forest
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owners, who participated in focus group interviews, did so in the field at the actual
treatment sites. Their close encounter with the natural factors that are involved with
invasive species management operations could improve the quality of data that was
collected. The explanatory and exploratory nature of the desired data as well as the
possible advantages of taking participants to see treatment examples made field-based
focus groups the logical method for obtaining desired information.
The three major components of this project were treatment planning and
implementation, focus group planning and implementation, and analysis and
interpretation. The selection of three in-state locations each of the focus groups
containing privet infestations on private forest land were arranged (Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Arranged study areas around South Carolina

Mr. Nespeca, technical advisor on the project, provided forest owner contacts and land
use permission; plus he served as the project’s expert on herbicide treatments. One
location was in Greenwood County South Carolina bordering Wilson Creek. It was
owned by Mr. B. Adams and received a foliar mistblower glyphosate spray-only
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treatment, a foliar metsulfuron spray-only treatment, and a combination glyphosate foliar
mistblower treatment and cut and spray stump treatment for all stems over six feet in
height. Another location along the Wateree River on part of the Mulberry Plantation
property in Kershaw County was selected for the same herbicide and mechanical
treatments as the Wilson Creek site. A third location, a recently clear-cut tract owned by
Mr. M. Scott along the upper headwaters of the Edisto River in Aiken County, was
prescribed an aerial, foliar, helicopter application of glyphosate only (Table 1.1).

Table 1.1: Herbicide applications demonstrated at each location
Treatments

Location 1
Wilson Creek
(Greenwood Co.)

Location 2
Upper Edisto
(Aiken Co.)

4% glyphosate foliar
mistblower application
4% glyphosate foliar
mistblower application
plus cut stem (50%
glyphosate) on all stems
over 6 ft. in height
1 oz./acre metsulfuron
foliar mistblower
application
10% glyphosate @ 20
GPA aerial application
Untreated check
(control)

√
√

√
√

√

√
√
√

√

Location 3
Mulberry Plantation
(Kershaw Co.)

√

The Marshfield Forest Service (a professional herbicide application company out of
Edgefield, SC) was contracted to implement these treatments during the winter and early
spring (dormant season) months of 2007. The chemicals and timing were applied in line
with recent studies of Chinese privet response to herbicide control measures. With
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treatments in place for more than six months, the focus group exercises were planned and
implemented.
Field-based focus groups are not a standard procedure. However, there were
some general focus group methods and procedures that we had to consider in order to
have functional group discussions and usable data. When planning for the focus groups a
trained focus group moderator and a digital recording device were secured so that all
dialogue would be directed and captured. One group contained 10 participants and the
other had 14 participants, a manageable size. Also, the participants were fairly
homogenous in terms of their backgrounds. People tend to share opinions and ideas more
openly when in a group of people similar to themselves in age, education level, and
socioeconomic status. Clemson University county extension agents, from areas close to
the privet removal sites, helped by recruiting local landowners active in extension
activities and landowner organizations. We arranged for each of the participants to
receive incentives for their participation. One incentive was a meal. Contacts, in the
region where the focus groups would be taking place, gave recommendations for a
restaurant where everyone would probably enjoy eating. Once final plans for times and
dates were made for each focus group, the desired restaurant was contacted and seating
was reserved for an approximate time. Also, 40 dollar gas cards were ordered for each
participant. The plan was to promise dinner for everyone once the focus groups were
over, but also to give them a gas card upon arrival. This was to hopefully provide an
incentive for the landowners to speak up and participate since they already had been
given something. The research team, including: myself (researcher), Dr. Straka
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(researcher), Heather Irwin (the moderator), and Matt Nespeca (the technical expert)
decided that a short survey would be given to the participants before each focus group to
quantify some demographic information as well as any preconceived feelings toward
herbicide treatments for invasive species control. The research team also decided that a
short presentation would be given to the landowners about invasive species management
(emphasizing Chinese privet) before we began a focus group exercise. This would ensure
that each participant knew what an invasive species was and would be familiar enough
with Chinese privet to participate in discussions. The incentives/reward, the survey, and
the presentation were previously used focus group techniques found in the literature.
One strategy, that was not discussed in focus group literature and may have been
unique to this field focus group, was the involvement of Mr. Nespeca the technical
adviser. Not only did he serve an important role in finding tracts suitable for privet
control treatments and overseeing applications, but he also helped with the facilitation of
the focus group discussions. The research team decided on some open-ended questions
that would be asked at each site to get group discussions going. These grand tour
questions included inquiry into what participants saw, were the things they saw good or
bad, positive or negative, and what made them think the things they saw were good or
bad. All these questions were asked in an attempt to bring out the perceptions and
motivations that landowners had, with respect to each treatment, before any knowledge
was shared about what kind of treatment application was done. This could only provide
limited insight into the perceptions and motivations held by forest owners. It was also
important to find out what the participants thought after learning about the methods,
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chemicals, and costs that would be associated with each treatment. Surely this
knowledge would have an effect on the perception of effectiveness and feasibility that the
landowners felt. Therefore it was decided that Mr. Nespeca would share information
about each treatment (but only after all early discussion had ceased) including disclosure
of active ingredients, methods of treatment, and costs. This method of asking questions
then explaining treatments then asking more questions was one unconventional tactic
used.
With strategies and planning in place, the research team set out to facilitate three
different focus groups. One would take place in the field at each of the three locations.
When planning for the first focus group, date conflicts among research team members led
to a compromise. The Wilson Creek location and the Upper Edisto location were not
extremely far apart. Therefore, on the one date that was good for everyone, we decided
to assemble just one group of landowners and conduct field focus group discussions at
both locations, on the same day, with the same group of participants. The Saluda County
office was selected as a central meeting place and the Clemson extension partners began
to recruit participants. The research team made plans to meet at the Wilson Creek
location well before we were scheduled to meet the participants. It was decided that the
research team would go through the location and pick out the path we would walk with
the landowners. Flagging was used to mark the path and designate good stopping places
and pictures were taken. Participants needed the opportunity to observe the variability
between the different treatments, the variability between each treatment and the control
areas, and also variability (if any) within each treatment. Almost as important, the
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participants needed room to stand, see, and converse comfortably. Many participants
were senior citizens therefore, walking distances and heat needed to be kept in mind. It
turned out that the designation of pathways and stops at each forested location was a very
important step.
The first focus group began in August 2008 in a meeting room at the Saluda
office. Each participant signed in as they arrived to receive their gas card. This ensured
proper accounting. We had record of where all money spent on gas cards actually went.
Next, each landowner filled out the short survey. When all of the survey questionnaires
had been turned in, a short PowerPoint presentation was given about invasive species and
Chinese privet. The participants were asked to choose whether their main forest
ownership objective was timber production or non-timber production (i.e. wildlife,
aesthetics, other). They were asked to identify themselves as “timber” or “non-timber”
during the focus group exercise. Once the presentation and the preliminary talks were
complete, the group departed for the field. The research team ensured everyone could get
to the locations. One extension agent was able to use a 15 passenger van to transport the
participants he brought. The rest of the group was able to ride in a few other vehicles and
follow each other.
Upon arrival to the first focus group field location, Wilson Creek, the entire group
proceeded to the glyphosate spray-only treatment, an untreated control site, a cut and
spray glyphosate treatment and then a metsulfuron spray-only treatment. The order in
which each treatment was visited was not planned for any particular reason except for
ease of movement. It made a rough circle back to the road. The moderator led the
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discussions and the technical expert filled in information. The recording was secured by
one research team member who moved throughout the group holding a microphone
connected to the digital recording device. The participants were asked to speak one at a
time and to raise their hands before speaking so that the microphone could be brought to
them. They also identified themselves as “timber” or “non-timber” before speaking.
As soon as discussion concluded, all members of the research team and all
participants left the Wilson Creek location and traveled to the Upper Edisto privet control
site in Aiken County. This site was not scouted earlier in the day. However, Dr. Straka
and Mr. Nespeca had been there a few months prior to inspect the treatment and select a
single focus group stop that would show variation between the single treatment of
aerially applied foliar glyphosate and the control area. Discussions ensued and
concluded.
Everyone traveled to the restaurant directly from the field because it was located
between the Upper Edisto location and the meeting site in Saluda. The restaurant was
ready and waiting for us and everyone had a good meal then departed for home. The
taking of notes did not stop during supper. Most of the participants did not know each
other therefore the one thing they had to talk about was the focus group they had just
participated in. The recording also continued. The voice recorder was double- checked
to make sure all discussions were recorded and Dr. Straka gathered thoughts and notes
that he had observed during the interviews and the meal.
Months stretched between the completion of the first focus group and the date for
the second. During this time the discussions, recorded at each site and each location,
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were transcribed. As suggested in focus group literature, the research team held a
meeting after the first focus group to review the transcript and the notes taken by Dr.
Straka. Discussion centered on themes that might be emerging. This meeting resulted in
additional in-depth questioning used by the moderator for the second focus group. These
themes (demonstration value, cost-share availability, and guarantees) were incorporated
into moderator led questioning in order to highlight them in the next group.
The second focus group was scheduled for a day in December 2008 and
participants were recruited through the Kershaw County Extension Office. The gas cards
were ordered and a restaurant reservation was made. Once again the research team met
before participants arrived to plan treatment site stops throughout the location. All privet
control application sites, used in the second focus group, were on the property of
Mulberry Plantation. The plantation is adjacent to the Wateree River and has a wellmaintained system of private hunting and logging access roads. The use of these roads as
open walking paths made for easily accessible viewing stops within each treatment.
Flagging was used to mark stops and pictures were taken. The roads made things easier.
There was more room and visibility was much better. If a landowner was not able to
walk for any reason, a vehicle could easily be used for transportation from stop to stop.
Landowners arrived at the plantation where they signed in to receive their gas cards and
filled out their survey. There was no indoor area to do this the way there was in Saluda.
It worked fine outdoors, however it is suggested that one or more fold out-tables be set up
so the participants can have a place to write. Pens were also provided. Next, the same
short PowerPoint presentation was given on invasive plants and Chinese privet.
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However, since the meeting place was outdoors and there was no place for a projector,
handouts were provided containing the PowerPoint slides. No extension vans were
available in at the Mulberry Plantation, so one was rented and brought to the site from
Clemson. Participants rode, either in the van or in one of a few other vehicles (provided)
from the gathering area, down a few miles of private roads to the privet control treatment
areas. The focus groups progressed from the first stop, (cut and spray glyphosate
treatment area) to an untreated control area, a metsulfuron spray-only area, a glyphosate
spray-only area, and finally a slightly different glyphosate spray-only area that was
treated two years prior to the focus group instead of one year prior like the others. Once
again, there was no design to this order it was just how it worked out. The recording was
double-checked. One field focus group necessity when using a recorder is to try to keep
the moderator close to both the participant speaking at the time and the microphone. Too
often, the moderator would walk far from the participant speaking into the microphone
and start asking the group questions. This made the moderator very hard to hear and
understand on the recording and it seemed whenever one of the participants wanted to
talk, the microphone was chasing the moderator. Likewise, when the moderator was
speaking the microphone was chasing one of the landowners. Planning should be done to
keep the microphone with the moderator or the moderator with the microphone.
This time, rather than having made hand notes, Dr. Straka spoke his notes aloud
on the recording so they would be available. The participants got back in their vehicles
and everyone went to the restaurant. All of the data was now in our hands. Analysis and
results would follow.
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The first step in analysis was to transcribe the recordings from the Mulberry
Plantation group. Almost every understandable word spoken by the landowners and the
moderator was transcribed. Also, most of what Mr. Nespeca said was transcribed.
However, there were some abridged excerpts from long, lecture-like, explanations given
by Mr. Nespeca.
With both transcripts completed, the formal analysis began. Following direction
from the literature, particularly Focus Groups: A Practical Guide for Applied Research
by Krueger and Casey, analysis began. Lines (quotes) were read and separated from the
transcripts that fell under three general, first-order themes. These were biological
effectiveness concerns, economic concerns, and field focus group critique. Instead of
cutting out quotes and putting them into piles like the book suggested, it was decided that
they would be highlighted with different colors for different themes. This was less timeconsuming and more organized. After all the first order themes were highlighted, the
remaining quotes without colors were read through and a few quotes were found that
should be put into one of the themes. However, there were no connections between the
ones that were left out that would constitute another theme. The data was then broken
down into sub-themes or within each first-order theme.
This part of the analysis started with the biological effectiveness concerns theme.
Fifteen sub-themes or sub-sub-themes were found when breaking down the biological
concerns first-order theme. Once again, cutting and pasting quotes with scissors and glue
was decided against. However, each sub-theme received a number in the transcript
margin. After reading through the sub-themes and sub-sub-themes delineated from the
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biological concern theme, it was decided that there should be a new separate first-order
theme dealing with environmental concerns. There were three sub-themes assigned to
this new primary theme and a fresh copy of the transcripts was highlighted and re-read to
be sure this theme was included. Myself and other members of the research team felt that
the impact of herbicides on water quality, impacts of weather conditions on herbicides,
and ecological impacts of invasive species invasions constituted its own environmental
concern first-order theme separate from the biological concerns theme.
Next, focus was directed on the economic concern first-order theme. Thirteen
sub-themes and sub-sub-themes emerged from this first-order theme. Much like the other
sub-themes, these were numbered in the transcript to identify and separate them. The
quotes determined to be concerning field focus group critique were split into three subcategories also. Now with all first-order themes, sub-themes, and sub-sub-themes
identified and separated in the transcripts, spreadsheets were produced listing codes 1-21
and 9 sub-codes (for the sub-sub-themes) and their descriptions. These codes are made
up of the separated and numbered sub-themes and sub-sub-themes mentioned earlier.
Codes 1-8 were sub-themes within the economic first-order theme. Codes 9-15 were subthemes within the biological first-order theme. Codes 16-18 dealt with the environmental
first-order theme and codes 19-21 identified and separated quotes within the field focus
group critique first-order theme (Table 1.2).
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Table 1.2: Codes and description of codes given to data during analysis
Codes
1
2
3

What they mean

3.1
3.2
3.3
4
4.1
4.2
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12.1
12.2
12.3
12.4
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

economic timber quality
economic growth and yield
economic cost-share assistance
positive cost-share statements
negative cost-share statements
other cost-share statement
economic retreatment concerns
guarantees from applicators
other retreatment statements
economic concerns about neighboring property
economic statements based on cost alone (cheapest lowest cost)
economic statements based on how badly infested an area is
economic clearcut and reforestation reasoning
biologically ineffective (poor control)
biologically effective (good control)
biological species issues (Chinese vs. other privets)
biological regrowth concerns
seeds
water and flooding
spread from roots and sprouts
other regrowth concerns
nutrients and water use taking away from timber
biological selectivity of chemicals
biological clearcutting and regeneration concerns
environmental impact on water
environmental impact of weather
environmental impact of invasiveness
field focus group concerning demonstration value
other field focus group critique
social and recreational aspect of forest aesthetics
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The most important sub-themes were identified by the frequency in which they
occurred, the specificity of the actual quotes, and the comparative nature of quotes. Only
the most frequent codes containing specific mention of issues or comparative dialogue
emerged as most relevant data. Spreadsheets were used to analyze the frequency of
codes separated by landowner objective (timber/non-timber) and each different treatment
site. Also, landowner consensus and head counts regarding various codes were recorded
in the spreadsheets. For example, there were 7 quotes from non-timber landowners that
fall under code 18 (environmental impact of invasive species) spoken while visiting and
discussing non-treatment control sites. Likewise, the majority of participants said “yes”
when asked about code 10 (biologically effective control of privet) while observing the
metsulfuron spray only treatment sites.
Dr. Norman was consulted about the methods used to code and identify important
themes that would ultimately deliver the research findings. He approved of the methods
but stressed the need for the verification of first-order themes and important sub-themes
by someone outside of the research team. This step, used and required routinely in the
qualitative research literature, was taken in the follow weeks. Ben Kendall, a fellow
graduate student in the Department of Forestry and Natural Resources, was recruited to
read through a newly printed set of transcripts. Highlights were made identifying and
separating quotes that depicted the first-order themes. Ben was not coached or informed
much about this project and had no perceivable bias concerning the results of this study.
He is however, familiar with invasive species management and forestry outreach
programs to family forest owners. He read the transcripts and was instructed to specify
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any lines of the transcripts that he felt should be part of a different first-order theme if
any. Also, he was asked to write down three sub-themes for each of the first-order
themes that he felt were frequent and specific enough to stand out as important findings.
Once all of the frequency data was entered into its respective spreadsheet,
separating it by forest owner objective and treatment site, it was aggregated into a new
spreadsheet. This spreadsheet listed all codes, what they mean, and the number of
occurrences of each code (frequency) from timber-oriented forest owners, non-timber
forest owners, and both combined (total). The total frequency spreadsheet was used as a
basis for the tables in my results.
Ben’s analysis was received and compared with the original. There were no
changes that he would make to the first-order themes. His list of important sub-themes
coincided well with those identified during the analysis process. There were minor
exceptions, but for the most part he came to remarkably similar conclusions with respect
to important themes found in the data. This helps to verify the analysis process used and
will steer away suspicion about bias analysis from the research team.
Information generated and gathered during field focus group exercises served as
the data used and analyzed to form conclusions and recommendations. Even using an
accepted, systematic, and verifiable method for data analysis, these focus group results
are not intended to be applied to all family forest owners or even a sub-population like
South Carolina family forest owners. Samples are not randomized nor are sample sizes
large enough to allow for statistical extrapolation. Knowing these limitations, results can
be very useful. They could be used to narrow down the focus of programs and plan for
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forest owner reactions. The focus group discussions in this project centered on chemical
control measures taken against the invasive plant Chinese privet. As mentioned earlier,
the results are reported in the format of three manuscripts. Each addresses different
aspects of the project and is intended for a different purpose and audience.
The second chapter is an article written for proceedings of the Southern Forest
Economics Workers annual meeting held in Chapel Hill, North Carolina on March 8-10,
2009. This chapter reports resulting themes generated using only informal, preliminary
data analysis. The intended audience includes forest industry professionals, government
forest economists, and academic forest economists. The article focuses on the economic
motivational forces that family forest owners perceive when considering forest
management practices. Forest owner quotes, in the context of field demonstrated control
measures for the invasive plant species Chinese privet, were used to support these
economic feasibility findings.
The third chapter contains a manuscript written for Invasive Plant Science and
Management published by the Weed Science Society of America. This article builds on
much of the framework described in the second chapter. It is directed toward an
academic audience versed in the field of invasive species management and is very
technical in respect to reporting herbicide treatment details. The literature review is the
most comprehensive of the three chapters. It explores recent studies about effective
privet control techniques, justifications and reasoning for the project, and support for
focus group methodology and data analysis reliability. This chapter reports qualitative
findings based on comprehensive and systematic analysis of focus group discussion data.
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Like the second chapter, it also contains quotes supporting the reported themes.
Expanding from the second chapter, and taking into account the greater biological
expertise of the audience, the third chapter includes discussions of findings concerning
biological control and environmental issues, in addition to economic feasibility. It serves
as the technical overview of this project highlighting the social science aspects of the
research project and blending those social science principles with relevant invasive plant
management strategies and recommendations.
The fourth chapter of this thesis is a shorter less technical article written to
explain the unexpected benefits of field focus groups themselves. As discussed in the
previous two chapters, a high demonstration value may be associated with field-based
focus groups. This chapter has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Extension.
The basic premise was that some aspects of field focus groups, in a demonstration setting,
could be applied by extension professionals as an effective educational tool. Unlike the
first two chapters, methods, analysis, and findings were not presented and supported with
quotes. Instead, the third chapter was written for the purpose of introducing the topic of
field focus groups to the extension community and little is mentioned about the herbicide
applications or effectiveness of invasive species control. Ideas are shared and explained
on the demonstration benefits of field focus groups, a serendipitous result. However, it
turned out to be a valuable aspect of the project and is reported as an introductory,
educational, and institutional focused article about field-based focus group methodology
and its potential extension use.
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The three chapters making up the body of this thesis contain reviews of recent
invasive species, herbicide, and focus group literature. There are literature cited pages at
the end of each chapter. Each chapter also contains discussion of chronological
procedures to some degree. The procedural information included in this introduction and
in each article could be followed and applied to repeat this research and would result in
similar conclusions. The broad conclusions, recommendations, and limitations of this
research project are reported in a concluding chapter as well as within each article.
Documentation of the treatment applications, the raw data gathered, and the organized
spreadsheets used for analysis are included in the appendices.
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CHAPTER TWO
FAMILY FOREST OWNER FOCUS GROUP PERCEPTIONS OF INVASIVE
SPECIES CONTROL METHODS’ EFFECTIVENESS
AND ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY
Matthew B. Howle1, Thomas J. Straka1, and Mathew C. Nespeca2

Abstract: Focus group methodology was used to obtain qualitative data in a group
discussion, field demonstration situation on the perceptions of South Carolina family
forest owners relating to treatment efficiency and economic feasibility of invasive species
control methods. Chemical control methods were emphasized. Focus group research is
common in forestry, but group interviews are rarely performed in the field. Focus group
interviews took place on sites where various herbicide treatments were implemented for
Chinese privet control. Discussion centered on factors that made treatments appear
effective in terms of both control and cost. Focus group participants were identified by
their primary land holding objective. Forest owners expressed concerns about the cost
effectiveness of treatments with regards to timber value, and the possible need for
expensive multiple treatments, cost-share incentives, and treatment guarantees from
herbicide applicators. Field focus groups proved to be a valuable tool to gauge forest
owner perceptions of chemical control method effectiveness in terms of both perceived
control results and cost. An unexpected result was a strong feeling among the forest
owners that focus groups are a powerful demonstration tool.
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Introduction

Family forest owners are very important to the South’s economy and
environmental quality. Southern forest land is primarily held in family forests (Butler
2008). The opinions, perceptions, and motivations of these family forest owners lead to
forest management decisions that have great impact on the health of the region’s forest
land. It is crucial that family forest owners play an active role in the ever-growing
problem of invasive species in the southern forest. Clearly, their perceptions on the
effectiveness of various control methods, along with benefit/cost issues, will determine
how active a role they play in invasive species control.
The use of focus groups in forestry research is common. We used focus groups to
evaluate chemical and mechanical control methods for Chinese privet (Ligustrum
sinense), an invasive woody shrub imported from China in the mid-nineteenth century
(Miller 2003). It is an aggressive, shade-tolerant invasive, particularly in bottom-land
hardwood forests, where it produces abundant seeds widely spread by birds and water
drainages (Miller 2003, Langeland and Burks 1998). It survives in most environments
and its tolerance to shade aids its growth (Harrington and Miller 2005, Matlack 2002). It
becomes a thick layer of understory, possibly making it a factor limiting hardwood
regeneration (Harrington and Miller 2005).
We were interested in what made family forest owners perceive various control
methods to be effective and how they evaluated the benefit/cost relationship of each
method. The focus groups met in the field at actual control sites. Use of focus groups in
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the field is not common in forestry, so this project presents an opportunity to evaluate
focus group effectiveness in a field situation.
Focus group methodology can generate valid information important to program
advancement (Grudens-Schuck et al. 2004). Focus groups do not however provide
concrete quantitative data. They instead bring out shared perspectives from a combined
local demographic and incite or uncover often surprising information through
conversational clues and repeated words or ideas (Grudens-Schuck et al. 2004). They are
common to marketing research and most often take place in a conference room indoor
setting (Krueger and Casey 2000).
Focus groups have been used in the past to look at many natural resource
management issues. They were used to identify concerns regarding family forest owners
knowing who to contact for forestry assistance in West Virginia (Kingsley et al. 1988), to
develop a consensus of Arkansas family forest owners that they were land stewards
concerned with protection of the environment but did not believe in land use regulations
(Williams and Kluender 1998), to better understand the relationship between written
forest management plans and forest certification participation in Minnesota (Leahy et al.
2008), to evaluate the impact of deer stand restrictions on participation of landowners in
the Wetlands Reserve Program in Wisconsin (Forshay et al. 2005), and to study federal
and state forestry incentive programs and sustainable forestry practices on family forests
(Greene et al. 2006). All these focus groups employed a conventional indoor, conference
room-type focus group strategy. Our focus group was different; it was in the field and
developed a benefit/cost focus related to actual field conditions.
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Our objective was to get feedback on a specific invasive species, Chinese privet in
South Carolina’s bottom-land forests, but at the same time to identify the factors that
forest owners use in evaluating forest management techniques like chemical and
mechanical control. We also made economic feasibility a primary feedback factor.
Herbicide treatments were implemented to demonstrate biologically effective control of
Chinese privet; control methods and the level of control varied. Unlike the conventional
indoor setting, we took participants to see varying herbicide treatments in person,
walking through various levels of infestation, and stopping at strategic evaluation points.
They experienced all the natural factors that affect owners’ perceptions of treatment
effectiveness, i.e. bugs, heat, and humidity. Participants were able to give very specific
on-site perceptions of cost effectiveness and treatment efficacy.

Methods

Field focus groups require site selection and planning, participant selection, onsite focus group interviews, and data analysis. Three locations were used and relatively
small blocks on each tract were appropriately treated using different methods, in
demonstration fashion. There were treatment blocks and a control block present at each
of the locations (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1: Herbicide applications demonstrated at each location
Treatments

Location 1
Wilson Creek
(Greenwood Co.)

Location 2
Upper Edisto
(Aiken Co.)

4% glyphosate foliar
mistblower application
4% glyphosate foliar
mistblower application
plus cut stem (50%
glyphosate) on all stems
over 6 ft. in height
1 oz./acre metsulfuron
foliar mistblower
application
10% glyphosate @ 20
GPA aerial application
Untreated check
(control)

√
√

√
√

√

√
√
√

√

Location 3
Mulberry Plantation
(Kershaw Co.)

√

Site Selection
Site selection involved locating cooperating forest owners and geographic
locations that were representative of typical forest stand conditions across the state. Sites
ranged from the upper Piedmont to the upper Coastal Plain. Prior to the focus group
discussion the most representative examples of treatments and varying effectiveness were
located on each tract and a walking path between examples (stops) were determined.
Special effort was made to expose forest owners to the variability between the different
treatments, the variability, if any, within each treatment, and the terminal variability
where a treatment ends and non-treatment areas persist. Thus, the predetermined route
which participants walked through the different treatment areas and where they stopped
were crucial decisions (Figure 2.1). An obvious problem with field-based focus groups is
the weather; we were lucky and weather was not a problem. Transportation to the sites
was by van.
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Figure 2.1: Selecting a route and determining sites at Location 2 before assembling the
focus group
Selecting Participants
Ten family forest owners from Greenwood, McCormick, and Edgefield Counties
were recruited for the first focus group and 14 from Kershaw County were brought in for
the second focus group. The participants were active members of county landowner
organizations and were thus familiar with forestry and management practices. The
groups were fairly homogenous and came from adjacent counties; this offered an
advantage as often individuals will censor their ideas when around others who differ from
them in education, status, or other characteristics (Grudens-Schuck et al. 2004). Similar
people tend to reciprocate and share more information than dissimilar people (Fern
2001). The participants were separated into two groups by their main forestry objective,
either timber production or non-timber production. They were asked to identify
themselves by “timber” or “non-timber” during discussions. An incentive of a barbeque
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dinner and a gas card was given to each invitee who showed up as a reward for
attendance and as an inducement to participate.
Interview Technique
Upon arrival participants were asked to fill out a short survey consisting of
informal questions to gather demographics and to assess prior knowledge of invasive
species management. A short presentation was given to explain the problems posed by
invasive species and introduce Chinese privet. This ensured that even those participants
who were not familiar with privet and the concept of invasive species management were
informed enough to give input and participate. Most importantly, discussions taking
place at each of the predetermined sites along the walking tour were directed by the
moderator in a way to bring out reasoning and specific factors participants used to
evaluate biological and economic effectiveness of the various herbicide treatments. The
order of questioning is important (Krueger and Casey 2000). First participants were
asked what they saw and how they perceived the vegetation with no knowledge of the
treatment techniques or proven effectiveness. After initial discussions began to fade, an
expert on herbicides explained the treatments in detail including their cost. A new round
of moderator led questions focused on benefit/cost relationships and willingness to treat
privet using these treatments. The moderator used specific questions in order to probe
deeper into why participants said what they did (motivations). We asked them to justify
the use of factors they employed in evaluation and to explain reasons for each perception
of treatment.
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Logistics
Focus groups in the field have the potential for a lot more problems than ones
done indoors. Since we located no use of field focus groups in the literature, there were
no established procedures. The task of anticipating and mitigating logistical issues was
important to success of the project. Field focus group feasibility can depend on many
factors. Specific measures taken to secure success of these particular interviews include:
participant recruitment, transportation provisions, pre-defined paths, digital voice
recordings, and expert presence. County extension agents helped tremendously in
recruitment of interested landowners. Providing transportation to and from the field
locations saves time and frustration. Well-planned paths through vegetation provided
areas where variability could be easily observed. Voice recordings provided a copy of
exact wording used during discussions and the presence of an expert on forestry
herbicides facilitated technical dialogue. There are some logistical problems that are
difficult to plan around. Inclement weather could prevent field focus groups from even
taking place, so a rain date might be necessary. Also, when dealing with family forest
owners, keep in mind that many of them are older and possibly cannot walk as far or deal
with heat as well as the researchers.

Analysis

Focus group analysis can be done in various ways. Transcripts of actual wordfor-word discussions and notes stating recurring topics, expressions, and enthusiasm
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should be reviewed (Krueger and Casey 2000). Links concerning land use objectives
(timber, non-timber) and unexpected responses were also explored. At the time of this
presentation our analysis is still in-process and our results are preliminary.

Results

The key results were identification of fundamental economic and technical factors
that steer family forest management decision making. These resulting economic factors
include concerns about timber investment returns, retreatment concerns, and cost-share
assistance availability. Also, we found focus groups in the field to be an effective
technique for finding what landowners use to determine these decision swaying issues as
well as a possible demonstration technique.
Timber Investment Concerns
Multiple participants brought up and elaborated on the concerns they have about
paying for Chinese privet control regardless of effectiveness. The issue was timber
investment yield. Would controlling Chinese privet promote timber growth and increase
future harvest values enough to justify the cost of management? The quality of timber in
a potential treatment also seemed to be an important consideration. Some sort of quality
timber stand seems to be necessary before an investment in privet control would be
considered. Supporting quotes come from landowner responses given, when asked
whether or not they were willing to pay either 200 or 250 dollars per acre for a particular
privet control treatment. Dialogue between a timber oriented forest owner and the
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moderator point out the importance of valuable timber when considering economic
feasibility of privet control. Also, dialogue between a landowner and the herbicide
expert, during the Mulberry Plantation focus group, displays the importance of the future
rate of return on the investment. The dialogue below is between the moderators, the
herbicide expert, timber oriented forest owners (T), and non-timber oriented forest
owners (NT).

NT: I think it’s bad (privet) first of all, if I had the money I probably
wouldn’t mind clearing it up… from an economic stand point you
have got to have some money coming in to pay for it…
T: Well I don’t believe it would be worth 250 (dollars). I don’t think
you would ever get that much return from it, even half that. Now if
you have a beautiful stand of hardwoods, but not this type here….
Moderator: So if the timber is more valuable, then it’s worth
treatment?
T: Yeah, well your timber value…if you got good timber, it’s
valuable, you know, and it’s (privet) taking a lot of plant food and
moisture from the timber… if it’s a stand of beautiful hardwoods, I
would come near to considering it.
NT: Has there been any studies done on how much more growth you
get or how much more production you get out of the land that’s been
treated vs. land that hasn’t been treated?
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Expert: No, not beyond just observation. I don’t think there have
been any growth and yield studies done.
NT: Not gonna spend two hundred dollars if there is no guarantee I
am gonna get 200 dollars more out of it.
Another situation related to future returns and growth and yield of timber surfaced
concerning clear-cutting and hardwood regeneration. Often when privet becomes
established in a forest situation and subsequently the overstory is removed by clearcutting, privet grows up in a monoculture impeding all regeneration (Harrington and
Miller 2005, Miller 2003). This issue was understood by a focus group participant and
became a consideration of many of the landowners.

T: Where it was clear-cut, and had the privet come back, and it pretty
much taken over some tracts. So, I think, in a clear-cut situation, it
may be worth it the 200 dollars…
NT: I have a lot of observations, if you’re clear-cutting this area… I
think that if there is a problem then it would still be effective to do
what you’re talking about.
NT: I think the price would probably be effective from the standpoint
of when you reforest the area.
Retreatment Concerns
Variability was observed between and within the treatment areas. Some sites
displayed less than 100% privet control and participants noticed it. Both groups indicated
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that the cut and spray glyphosate treatment (most expensive treatment) was very effective
due to its open appearance and its low expectancy for retreatment. The discussion
produced the sentiment that landowners would rather pay more up front to cut and spray
than possibly pay again for follow up treatments. Forest owners expected to have to
retreat areas associated with both spray-only treatments. At the Wilson Creek location,
the focus group session began by discussing an area treated using the spray-only
glyphosate method. Next they moved on to observe a cut and spray glyphosate treatment
area. They were asked about their willingness to pay more for cut and spray than sprayonly. They were informed about possible retreatment needs and costs associated with
each treatment.
Moderator: So, 200 (dollars) once and 100 down the road or 250 here,
that’s what we are comparing. Show of hands, yes or no?
Majority: Yes
T: If you got to pay 300 back there, I would pay 250 for this.
In light of the retreatment concerns, mainly due to incomplete herbicide control, a
consensus was formed by the groups. They stated a need for negotiation and contractual
guarantees from hired herbicide applicators to avoid high retreatment cost and low
biological effectiveness. The following dialogue between participants and the herbicide
expert documents the group sentiment.
NT: you have got to negotiate with the guy who is applying it… come
back and get it and I am not gonna pay him anything.
Expert: So, warranty is important?
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NT: Exactly, you better negotiate with the guy because if he is just
going to spray the bottoms and the tops are gonna come back and
you’re gonna have to pay him again. Nuh uh not this old man.
T: You got to watch the guy you’re working with and have a contract.
Cost-Share Availability
Due to the nature of invasive species management, it is conceivable that state or
federal cost-share would be available to private forest owners in order to assist them
financially in combating non-native plant invasions. Forestry management incentive
programs were originally designed to assist forest owners in becoming dynamic timber
managers (Greene et al. 2006). Today, cost-share assistance programs exist that promote
biodiversity and environmental quality. Participants from each focus group brought up
cost-share assistance and asked about availability. One focus group came to a consensus
agreeing that availability of some form of cost-share assistance would be a decision
making factor with regard to privet control. One landowner states, “It would be the
availability of maybe some cost-share funds through… to cut down the cost of doing this
with landowners?” Another group also asked about cost-share options. They expressed
interest in using cost-share to implement the cut and spray glyphosate method.
Moderator: … the government was going to 50% cost-share, and it
cost 250 dollars, how many of you would probably do it with costshare, but probably wouldn’t without cost-share? Get a show of hands
for that.
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Eight out of 15 participants raised their hand indicating they would treat with cost-share
but not without. One of the interesting, surprising results that surfaced in the data came
only from the Mulberry Plantation focus group which took place in December shortly
after federal bailouts were announced for the banking and auto industries. A couple of
individuals were against federal government assistance in light of those recent events.
NT: I like cost-share, I’m not opposed, it just doesn’t seem to be the
right time for it as far as the government is concerned. You know, I
think you take care of yourself.
NT: I just don’t think that the government needs to be doing that right
now, you know they’re in a hell of a mess…
T: I don’t think they should be helping us now with the situation the
economy is in.
Positive Outcomes
Much like the negative feeling toward cost-share another surprising result
surfaced from the data. As a positive externality, from the focus group exercise itself, we
found that the field focus groups were perceived as highly effective demonstrations. We
found consistently and enthusiastically that participants felt the focus group was a great
invasive species management and herbicide demonstration. When asked about the focus
group’s effectiveness as a demonstration, responses included the following quotes.
NT: perfect
NT: It turned out very well
Moderator: Was there a better way to get this information?
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Majority of participants: No
This was certainly not expected. The focus groups were not intended to be
demonstrations. However, participants did gain information. Data flowed from the
participants to the researchers, and also to each other, before expert information was
communicated to them. This aspect could be utilized in an extension setting.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Field focus groups were a successful way to gain insight into the perceptions of
South Carolina family forest owners, with regard to invasive species management
practices. Through discussions about herbicide treatment efficacy, decisive factors were
brought to light that forest owners consider when weighing management options. While
unconventional, and potentially difficult, in-field focus groups are possible. They offer a
setting which puts participants in contact with each other and all physical specific
characteristics that affect perceptions of management applications. Extension agencies
could benefit from some of the techniques used for in-field focus groups, because of their
demonstration benefits.
Specifically, it surfaced that valuable timber, cost-share incentives and control
guarantees from contracted herbicide applicators are determining factors related to the
feasibility, affordability, and willingness for forest owners to engage in large scale
herbicide treatment for Chinese privet control. This relates to concerns about perceived
lack of increased timber returns following control measures and concerns about
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retreatment costs. Perceived low timber value, lack of growth and yield projections, and
the possibility of mediocre treatments requiring costly follow-up treatments could
discourage family forest owners from participation in invasive species management.
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CHAPTER THREE
FIELD-BASED FOCUS GROUPS AS A BASIS FOR GAUGING
FOREST OWNER PERSPECTIVES ON INVASIVE SPECIES
CHEMICAL CONTROL METHOD EFFICACY
Matthew B. Howle, Thomas J. Straka, and Mathew C. Nespeca*

Focus group methodology in a field demonstration setting was used to obtain qualitative
data on the perceptions of family forest owners relating to treatment efficiency and
feasibility of herbicide control methods. Interviews took place on sites where various
strategic herbicide treatments were implemented for Chinese privet control using the
active ingredients glyphosate and metsulfuron. Forest owners expressed unease about the
possibility for post-treatment privet reestablishment due to reseeding or other factors and
opinions surfaced calling for selective chemicals or application methods that would not
harm non-target species. Furthermore, treatment cost effectiveness with regard to timber
value, the possible need for expensive multiple treatments, cost-share incentives, and
treatment guarantees from herbicide applicators were participant concerns.
Environmental concerns surfaced about possible effects of both herbicide use and the
invasion of privet on natural systems and an unexpected result was a strong feeling
among the forest owners that focus groups are a powerful demonstration tool.
Nomenclature: Glyphosate; metsulfuron; Chinese privet, Ligustrum sinense Lour.
Keywords: Chinese privet, focus groups, herbicide effectiveness, invasive species
__________________
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Family forest owners represent 62 percent of the private forest landowners in the
United States and, thus, have a large impact on the nation’s forest industry and
environmental quality. Family forests are primarily in small holdings: nearly half of
family forest tracts contain less than 40.5 ha (100 ac) (Butler 2008). The opinions,
perceptions, and motivations of these family forest owners lead to forest management
decisions that have great impact on the health of the nation’s forests. It is crucial that
family forest owners play an active role in combating the ever-growing problems posed
by invasive plant species in American forests. Understanding social dynamics linked to
landowner decision-making may provide insights into how lands are managed (Gass et al.
2009). Clearly, their perceptions on the effectiveness of various control methods, along
with benefit/cost issues, will determine how active a role they play in invasive species
control.
Focus groups interviews were used as a method of collecting this perception data
from South Carolina forest owners. The results of focus groups have allowed researchers
to gain understanding about public views of forest resources (Racevskis and Lupi 2006).
Also, focus group methodology can generate valid information important to program
advancement (Grudens-Schuck et al. 2004). Focus groups interviews do not however
provide concrete quantitative data. They instead bring out shared perspectives from a
combined local demographic and incite or uncover often surprising information through
conversational clues and repeated words or ideas (Grudens-Schuck et al. 2004). Caution
is necessary when using focus group results because they are most often not intended to
be applied to a population by statistical projections (Fern 2001; Krueger and Casey 2000;
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Racevskis and Lupi 2006). They are common to marketing research and most often take
place in a conference room setting (Krueger and Casey 2000). Focus groups are not new
to the natural resource community but they do generate results in a different way than
conventional hypothesis testing experiments.
We used focus groups to evaluate chemical and mechanical control methods for
Chinese privet (Ligustrum sinense), an invasive woody shrub imported from China in the
mid-nineteenth century (Miller 2003). It is an aggressive, shade-tolerant invasive,
particularly in bottom-land hardwood forests, where it produces abundant seeds widely
spread by birds and water drainages (Miller 2003, Langeland and Burks 1998). Chinese
privet dominates mesic forests’ understory throughout the southeastern United States
(Harrington and Miller 2005; Haragan 1996). It survives in most environments and its
tolerance to shade aids its growth (Harrington and Miller 2005; Matlack 2002). It
becomes a thick understory layer, possibly making it a limiting factor for hardwood
regeneration, biodiversity, and wildlife habitat (Harrington and Miller 2005).
Many different chemicals and treatment methods have been applied and tested in
attempts to control Chinese privet. Foliar applications of glyphosate and imazapyr, basal
stem applications of imazapyr and triclopyr, and stump applications with any or all
aforementioned chemicals are recommended for Chinese privet control (Williams and
Minogue 2008). Biological control, mechanical treatment, and prescribed burning have
been researched for their privet control potential. Flea beetles (Argopistes tsekooni)
native to China are a potentially promising insect that could be used as a biological
control agent for Chinese privet (Zhang et al. 2009). Often repeated mowing and
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mechanical removal alone can temporarily control privet in small areas (TEPPC 2009;
Williams and Minogue 2008). Repeated burning is known to control small young
infestations, however herbicides either alone or in conjunction with one of these
alternative methods is the best course of action (Wiliams and Minogue 2008; Miller
1998; Haragan 1996).
Specific scientific measurements and comparisons have been done to isolate the
most effective privet control chemicals. When compared, glyphosate and metsulfuron
both provided good control of privet (Miller 1998). Various application rates,
formulations, and timings of glyphosate and triclopyr were applied to Chinese privet by
Harrington and Miller (2005). Findings indicated fall and winter glyphosate applications
to be most effective, possibly due to moisture stress limiting the translocation and
absorption of chemicals during hot dry summers (Harrington and Miller 2005; Lauridson
et al. 1983). Metsulfuron was compared with triclopyr for privet removal purposes,
finding it to be most cost effective (Madden and Swarbrick 1990). This focus group
project did not attempt to measure actual percent control for different chemicals.
However, we did seek to pinpoint a control strategy perceived to be most effective based
on factors encountered while visiting various treatment examples.
Family forest owners and professional land managers alike, have, in some
instances been disconnected from researchers and have not always relied on scientific
information to make management decisions (Berry et al. 1998; Renz et al. 2009). The
focus groups provided an opportunity to both analyze non-researcher perceptions of
treatment effectiveness, and inform or demonstrate techniques proven in the literature.
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We were interested in what made family forest owners perceive various control methods
to be effective and how they evaluated the benefit/cost relationship of each method. This,
rather than a scientific statistical approach, is important because of those information
gaps between owners, managers, and researchers (Berry et al. 1998). The focus groups
facilitated communication, understanding, and integration required to effectively connect
on-the-ground invasive plant management with scientific research (Renz et al. 2009).
The focus groups met in the field at actual treatment sites. Use of focus groups in the
field is not a common practice, so this project presents an opportunity to evaluate focus
group effectiveness in a field situation.
Focus groups have been used in the past to look at many natural resource
management issues. They were used to identify concerns of family forest owners
regarding who to contact for forestry assistance in West Virginia (Kingsley et al. 1988),
to compare urban and rural perceptions of forest ecosystem management (Racevskis and
Lupi 2006), to develop a consensus of Arkansas family forest owners that they were land
stewards concerned with protection of the environment but did not believe in land use
regulations (Williams and Kluender 1998), to better understand the relationship between
written forest management plans and forest certification participation in Minnesota
(Leahy et al. 2008), to evaluate the impact of deer stand restrictions on participation of
landowners in the Wetlands Reserve Program in Wisconsin (Forshay et al. 2005), and to
study federal and state forestry incentive programs and sustainable forestry practices on
family forests (Greene et al. 2006). All these focus groups employed a conventional
indoor, conference room-type focus group strategy. Our focus groups were different;
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they were in the field and developed benefit/cost and chemical effectiveness focus related
to actual field conditions.
Our objective was to get feedback on a specific invasive plant species, Chinese
privet, in South Carolina’s bottom-land forests, but at the same time to identify the
factors that forest owners use in evaluating forest management techniques like chemical
and mechanical control. We also stressed perceptions on economic feasibility from the
forest owners. Glyphosate and metsulfuron herbicide treatments were implemented to
demonstrate biologically effective control of Chinese privet. Control methods and the
level of control varied. Unlike the conventional indoor setting, we took participants to
see varying herbicide treatments in person, walking through various levels of infestation,
and stopping at strategic evaluation points. They experienced all the natural factors that
affect owners’ perceptions of treatment effectiveness, i.e. insects, heat, and humidity.
Participants were able to give very specific on-site perceptions of treatment efficacy.

Materials and Methods

Field focus groups require site selection and planning, participant selection, onsite focus group interviews, and data analysis. Standard treatments using glyphosate and
metsulfuron at levels suggested in scientific literature were applied during hardwood
dormancy in hopes to provide examples of effective treatments. This resulted in four
treatment blocks and a control block which were used in three different geographic
locations. The size of each treatment area varied from treatment to treatment and from
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location to location. This was due to topography, landowner objectives, and accessibility.
However each treatment area was set up to show non-treatment control areas. Locations
were selected purposefully because of their known Chinese privet problems. The
selected locations were the Wilson Creek site in Greenwood County, the Upper Edisto
site in Aiken County, and the Mulberry Plantation site in Kershaw County. All three
locations were on private forest land and treatments costs were covered in part by
research funds. Blocks on each tract were appropriately treated utilizing different
methods, in demonstration fashion (Table 3.1). Site selection involved locating
cooperating forest owners and geographic locations that were representative of typical
forest stand conditions across the state. Sites ranged from the upper Piedmont to the
upper Coastal Plain. In the summer of 2008, the Piedmont of South Carolina was in a
period of extreme drought and the upper Coastal Plain was in severe drought condition
(SCDNR 2008). Winter treatments were chosen in order to avoid killing deciduous
native trees and shrubs which were dormant at the time. Also, herbicide effectiveness
may be reduced due to moisture stress, such as is experienced in extreme drought, by
limiting movement and absorption (Davis et al. 1968).
Prior to the focus group discussion, the most representative examples of
treatments and varying effectiveness were located on each tract and a walking path
between examples (stops) was determined. Special effort was made to expose forest
owners to the variability between the different treatments, the variability, if any, within
each treatment, and the terminal variability where a treatment ends and non-treatment
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areas persist. Thus, the predetermined route which participants walked through the
different treatment areas and where they stopped were crucial decisions.
Selecting Participants.
Ten South Carolina family forest owners from Greenwood, McCormick, and
Edgefield Counties were recruited for the first focus group and fourteen from Kershaw
County for the second focus group. The participants were active members of county
landowner organizations and were thus familiar with forestry and management practices.
The groups were fairly homogenous and came from adjacent counties; this an advantage
as often individuals will censor their ideas when around others who differ from them in
education, status, or other characteristics (Grudens-Schuck et al. 2004). Similar people
tend to reciprocate and share more information than dissimilar people (Fern 2001).
Interview Technique.
Upon arrival participants were asked to fill out a short survey consisting of
informal questions to gather demographics and to assess prior knowledge of invasive
species management. A short presentation was given to explain the problems posed by
invasive species and to introduce Chinese privet. This ensured that even those
participants who were not familiar with privet and the concept of invasive species
management were informed enough to give input and participate. Most importantly,
discussions taking place at each of the predetermined sites along the walking tour were
directed by the moderator in a way to bring out reasoning and specific factors participants
used to evaluate biological and economic effectiveness of the various herbicide
treatments. The order of questioning is important (Krueger and Casey 2000). First
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participants were asked what they saw and how they perceived the vegetation with no
knowledge of the treatment techniques or proven effectiveness. After initial discussions
began to fade, the project’s technical advisor explained the treatments in detail including
their cost. A new round of moderator-led questions focused on benefit/cost relationships
and willingness to treat privet using these treatments. The moderator used specific
questions in order to probe deeper into why participants said what they did (motivations).
We asked them to justify the use of factors they employed in evaluation and to explain
reasons for each perception of treatment.
Analysis.
The focus group data was compiled as a comprehensive transcript made from the
recorded interviews. Transcripts were read and discussed in debriefing meetings shortly
after the focus groups met. General themes and ideas were brought up and notes taken
during the interviews were compared with transcripts. The transcript quotes and dialogue
were sorted and separated based on parent categories that were present in the data as
suggested in Krueger and Casey (2000). Each of the similar quotes was given a code.
This code separates and specifies topics and subtopics.
Deciding which coded similar comments and impressions should be counted is a
controversial focus group issue (Morgan 1997). More emphasis is typically given to
things stated specifically and frequently (Krueger and Casey 2000). Also, comparing and
contrasting one data set with another is a useful strategy (Krueger 1998). The most
frequent, specific and comparative quotes from forest owners were chosen. The themes
binding these quotes were deemed most important during evaluation of the coded data.
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Codes were aggregated in a spreadsheet to make comparisons and frequencies apparent.
Multiple members of the research team took part in interpreting data and specifying
relevant themes for confirmation purposes (Leahy et al. 2008). Also, in order to validate
reliability of the categories that emerged from the data, we introduced an additional judge
to broaden the base of consensus outside that of the research team (Holsti 1969). A
knowledgeable yet unbiased colleague read through the transcripts and aggregated quotes
into the four parent themes and a maximum of three subthemes. Often coders who are
required to make fine discriminations between subcategories encounter a high degree of
divergence (Holsti 1969). Therefore, coding of sub-themes was limited to three subthemes to avoid confusion and disagreements.

Results and Discussion

In addition to the transcripts’ qualitative data, descriptive information was
calculated and compiled from the initial surveys given to participants. This data shows a
collective example of the type of family forest owner evaluated in the focus groups.
Forest owner landholdings, knowledge about invasive plants, and familiarity with
herbicides are shown in Table 3.2.
Family forest owners across South Carolina vary in their knowledge and interest
in land management. Some are removed from the management process. However these
forest owners were involved in cooperative extension. This fact requires mention
because landowners involved with extension are likely to have different preconceptions
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as well as different treatment effectiveness views than those who do not use and seek
information about their land. This was a possible weakness with respect to the focus
group sample and it was no surprise that the survey results depicted management savvy
forest owners. The majority of forest owners participating in the focus groups were men
owning less than 1235.5 ha (500ac) and may have held opinions about invasive plants
and herbicides. This is seen in that 56% of the landowner participants report having
invasive plants on their property and also feel that herbicides are dangerous to people and
the environment (Table 3.2).
The themes that surfaced due to their specific nature within the dialogue and their
frequent occurrence were observed (Table 3.3). Among these were the four primary
themes concerned with biological effectiveness, economic issues, field focus group
critique, and environmental impacts. Sub-themes occurring were numerous but those
deemed most important were regrowth concerns, chemical effectiveness, chemical
selectivity, timber quality and investment return, cost-share, retreatment and guarantees,
demonstration value, invasive impacts, and chemical impacts. Biological effectiveness
and economic feasibility issues were the most frequently occurring of the primary
themes. This was to be expected given the nature of the interview design and the
questions used. However, some specific themes and sub-themes emerged from
discussions with little or no input from the research team. Each of the resulting topics
can be traced back to exact dialogue spoken during the interviews. The following
sections describe and verify each key theme using quotes directly from participating
family forest owners.
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Biological efficacy concerns.
During discussions participants observed, walked through, and experienced
varying degrees of privet control. They moved from areas that were extremely void of
any live privet (due to chemical and mechanical treatments) to untreated control areas
where the privet was dense and exceeded 4 m (12ft) in height. The most frequent of the
biological concerns brought up by participants was the possibility and probability for
regrowth. They were concerned about reestablishment of privet infestations particularly
by seeding in the years after the treatments. The following quotes are from two nontimber oriented forest owners (NT) and one timber oriented landowner (T) expressing
their concerns about privet reestablishment.
NT: … I wonder what happens to all the seeds. I know it kills what is
above ground but what happens, does it also kill all the seed that has
been dropped or is it going to come back in the spring?
NT: do you have to come back the second year and spray again
because of the seeds? This stuff produces seeds like nobody’s
business.
T: Now all the wind’s got to do is blow some seed in and you’re back
to …
The regrowth theme included mentions of privet spreading by roots as well as general
mentions of privet “coming back” or “spreading.” The notion of regrowth and long term
treatment effectiveness is directly related to one of the economic concerns that emerged
as a major theme that will be discussed later.
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Another major biological issue raised during the interviews was the selectivity of
chemicals used for the treatments. As stated before, treatments were done in winter while
hardwoods and other deciduous plants were dormant. This ensured that only Chinese
privet (the target species) was killed. Participants were made aware of treatment timing
impacts midpoint in the interviews when the technical expert shared details. However,
the initial responses given, before technical information was shared, included many
observations and questions about how to avoid killing non-target species.
T: Need to know what other species would be affected by the
application.
NT: … I am real curious as to what you used to not harm any of the
rest of the hardwood trees around here.
T: … whatever chemical you have used doesn’t appear to have
harmed the primary species you would want to maintain.
Moderator: Is that a positive?
T: I think that is very positive.
Each treatment was evaluated by the focus group participants as they observed
them first-hand. We attempted to have them discuss and back up their evaluations.
Critiques of the individual varying treatment groups were observed. Much discussion
centered around two specific treatments. The foliar glyphosate spray-only treatments and
the cut and spray glyphosate treatments were mentioned most frequently by name or
reference when treatment efficacy was evaluated. All 19 occurrences of participants
expressing dissatisfaction with the biological effectiveness of a treatment took place on a
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glyphosate spray-only treatment site. Often, a participant would compare one treatment
area with the other.
T: Back there (cut and spray) where you cut it down it looks like you
sprayed the stumps and it looked like a good kill and I didn’t see
anything coming back out … and it was good. But along here (spray
only), you see the tops are still living and that implies that the rest of
the plant is still living and would come back out … I would be
unhappy.
T: It appears that they either missed some or that the chemical they
used is not as effective. Maybe they changed the chemical, I don’t
know.
It was mentioned consistently at all locations and across forest owner objective groups
that the spray-only glyphosate treatment was not as effective as the other treatments.
Moderator: I hear from most of you that you don’t think that this one
(spray-only glyphosate) is as effective for the control of privet. Is that
the general consensus? Moderator: Yes or no?
Participants: Most said yes.
These dialogues substantiate the primary themes of spreading or regrowth, chemical
selectivity, and biological effectiveness.
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Economic concerns.
Regardless of effectiveness, multiple participants discussed concerns they had
about paying for Chinese privet control. The issue was timber investment yield. Would
controlling Chinese privet promote timber growth and increase future harvest values
enough to justify the cost of management? Participants, in conjunction with concerns
about investment return, made repeated statements about the quality of timber found in
the treatment areas. They recognized that there were some treatment areas that were void
of valuable timber sizes and species. Discussions persisted throughout the interviews
pointing out that treatments would not be worth the cost unless timber quality was
sufficient. Some sort of quality timber stand seems to be necessary before an investment
in privet control would be considered. Supporting quotes come from landowner
responses given, when asked whether or not they were willing to pay either 200 or 250
dollars per acre for a particular privet control treatment. Dialogue between a timber
oriented forest owner and the moderator shows the importance of valuable timber being
present when considering economic feasibility of privet control. Also, dialogue between
a landowner and the technical herbicide expert, during the Mulberry Plantation focus
group, displays the importance of the future rate of return on the investment. The
dialogue below is between the moderator, the expert, timber oriented forest owners, and
non-timber oriented forest owners.
NT: I think it’s bad (privet) first of all, if I had the money I probably
wouldn’t mind clearing it up… from an economic standpoint you
have got to have some money coming in to pay for it…
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T: Well I don’t believe it would be worth 250 (dollars). I don’t think
you would ever get that much return from it, even half that. Now if
you have a beautiful stand of hardwoods, but not this type here….
Moderator: So if the timber is more valuable, then it’s worth
treatment?
T: Yeah, well your timber value…if you got good timber, it’s
valuable, you know, and it’s (privet) taking a lot of plant food and
moisture from the timber… if it’s a stand of beautiful hardwoods, I
would come near to considering it.
NT: Has there been any studies done on how much more growth you
get or how much more production you get out of the land that’s been
treated vs. land that hasn’t been treated?
Expert: No, not beyond just observation. I don’t think there have
been any growth and yield studies done.
NT: Not gonna spend two hundred dollars if there is no guarantee I
am gonna get 200 dollars more out of it.
Another situation related to future returns and growth and yield of timber surfaced
concerning clear-cutting and hardwood regeneration. Often when privet becomes
established in a forest situation and subsequently the overstory is removed by clearcutting, privet grows up in a monoculture and impedes all regeneration (Harrington and
Miller 2005, Miller 2003). One of the focus group participants was aware of this
consideration and alerted the group to his concerns.
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T: Where it was clear-cut, and had the privet come back, and it pretty
much taken over some tracts. So, I think, in a clear-cut situation, it
may be worth it the 200 dollars…
NT: I think the price would probably be effective from the standpoint
of when you reforest the area.
An obvious financial reality was part of the discussion: harvest and reforestation
periods are also periods when landowners have money in their pockets from recent
harvest revenues. This appeared to be another factor motivating the forest owners to
favor harvest time applications.
Both groups indicated that the cut and spray glyphosate treatment (most
expensive) was very effective due to its open appearance and its low expectancy for
retreatment. The discussion produced the sentiment that landowners would rather pay
more up front to cut and spray than possibly pay again for follow-up treatments. Forest
owners expected to have to retreat areas associated with both spray-only treatments. At
the Wilson Creek tract, the focus group session began by discussing an area treated using
the spray-only glyphosate method. Next we moved on to observe a cut and spray
glyphosate treatment area. Participants were asked about their willingness to pay more
for the cut and spray than the spray-only treatment. They were informed about possible
retreatment needs and costs associated with each treatment.
Moderator: So, 200 (dollars) once and 100 down the road (spray-only
glyphosate) or 250 here (cut and spray), that’s what we are
comparing.
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T: If you got to pay 300 back there (spray-only glyphosate), I would
pay 250 for this (cut and spray).
In light of the retreatment concerns, mainly due to incomplete herbicide control, a
consensus was formed by the groups. They stated a need for negotiation and contractual
guarantees from hired herbicide applicators to avoid high retreatment cost and low
biological effectiveness. The following dialogue between participants and the herbicide
expert documents the group sentiment.
NT: You have got to negotiate with the guy who is applying it…come
back and get it and I am not gonna pay him anything.
Expert: So, warranty is important?
NT: Exactly, you better negotiate with the guy because if he is just
going to spray the bottoms and the tops are gonna come back and
you’re gonna have to pay him again. Nuh uh not this old man.
T: You got to watch the guy you’re working with and have a contract.
Due to the nature of invasive species management, it is conceivable that state or federal
cost-share would be available to private forest owners in order to assist them financially
in combating non-native plant invasions. Forestry management incentive programs were
originally designed to assist forest owners in becoming dynamic timber managers
(Greene et al. 2006), but today, cost-share assistance programs exist that promote
biodiversity and environmental quality. Participants from each focus group brought up
cost-share assistance and asked about availability. One focus group came to a consensus
that availability of some form of cost-share assistance would be a decision-making factor
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with regard to privet control. One landowner states, “It would be the availability of
maybe some cost-share funds through the environmental quality incentives program or
wildlife habitat programs … to cut down the cost of doing this with landowners?” The
other group also asked about cost-share options. They expressed interest in using costshare to implement the cut and spray glyphosate method. Eight out of 15 participants
raised their hand indicating they would treat with cost-share but not without. One of the
interesting results that surfaced from this focus group, which took place in December
shortly after federal bailouts were announced for the banking and auto industries, was
that a couple of individuals were against federal government assistance in light of those
recent events.
NT (female): We want the government to do everything, and then we
don’t want the government to do everything… I’m kind of (in favor
of) doing your own stuff.
NT: I like cost-share, I’m not opposed, it just doesn’t seem to be the
right time for it as far as the government is concerned. You know, I
think you take care of yourself.
NT: I just don’t think that the government needs to be doing that right
now, you know they’re in a hell of a mess…
T: I don’t think they should be helping us now with the situation the
economy is in.
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Field focus group critique.
A second surprising result is that field focus groups were perceived as a highly
effective demonstration method. Participants were consistent and enthusiastic in feeling
that the focus group was a great invasive species management and herbicide
demonstration technique. When asked about the focus group’s effectiveness as a
demonstration, responses included the following quotes:
NT: Perfect.
NT: It turned out very well.
Moderator: Was there a better way to get this information?
Participants: Majority said no.
This was certainly not expected. The focus groups were not intended to be
demonstrations. However, participants did gain information. Data flowed from the
participants to the researchers, and also to each other, before expert information was
communicated to them. This aspect could be utilized in an extension setting.
Environmental concerns.
Finally, participants repeatedly brought up environmental quality issues such as
the impacts (both positive and negative) of invasive plants on wildlife and biodiversity as
well as the impact of herbicide applications on water quality. A non-timber forest owner
stated, “I wouldn’t mess with it around the creek because that’s where I see most of my
wildlife … I see most of my wildlife in the privet around the creek.” Discussions took
place during both focus groups surrounding wildlife and privet. Many landowners
perceive privet as beneficial to wildlife habitat. Others see its domination of native
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understory plants as a negative habitat trait. A moderator-led question to a non-timber
forest owner proceeded as follows, “Why do you think that privet is bad?” The
participant answered, “It’s an invasive species, bottom-line.” Also, water quality with
regard to herbicide use was brought up at each location. Even using labeled wetland
herbicides, as explained, some landowners worry about possible environmental and
health risks associated with herbicides.
T: What about herbicides down by the creek?
T: Can it harm human beings breathing the mist?
NT: … there is another cost on the environment. You have a river
running right by here if you’re aerial spraying. So I have a concern
about that long-term for my grandchildren and others. What is going
to be the residual impact? You say the government studies (EPA)
show that there is low toxicity but we also know a lot about
government studies and how much reliance we put on that. So that
would be one factor that I would be very concerned with if I were
going to apply it on my land.
It is expected that some of these environmental concerns would surface when
discussing invasive plant management and herbicides. However, the outdoor nature of
the focus groups themselves could have brought more emphasis to these issues because
participants were experiencing, not just hearing about or seeing pictures of, privet
infested ecosystems.
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Field focus groups were a successful way to gain insight into the perceptions of
South Carolina family forest owners, with regard to invasive species management
practices. While unconventional, and potentially difficult, in-field focus groups are
possible. They offer a setting which puts participants in contact with each other and all
specific physical characteristics that affect perceptions of management applications.
Extension agencies could benefit from some of the techniques used for in-field focus
groups, because of their demonstration benefits.
Through discussions about herbicide treatment efficacy, decisive factors were
identified that forest owners consider when weighing management options. Methods or
chemicals that show selectivity when applied are important to landowners. The
interviews found that killing only target species and leaving desirable species could be a
decisive factor when choosing invasive management options. In the eyes of family forest
owners, glyphosate spray-only treatments may seem less effective than metsulfuron
spray-only treatments or a hybrid glyphosate spray and mechanical cut-down method.
These apparent favorite and least favorite treatments were supported by frequent,
specific, and comparative dialogues concerning effective control of Chinese privet. This
trend could depend on many factors. It is hard to say that a foliar mist blower only
treatment with glyphosate is not recommended. However, the expectancy for retreatment
and frequent and specific mentions about live tops may appear to make it less desirable to
landowners. It is important to note that much of the information regarding effectiveness
was frequently and emotionally driven by cost.
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Specifically, it surfaced that the presence of valuable timber, cost-share incentives
and control guarantees from contracted herbicide applicators are determining factors
related to the feasibility, affordability, and willingness for forest owners to engage in
large-scale herbicide treatments for Chinese privet control. This relates to concerns about
perceived lack of increased timber returns following control measures and concerns about
retreatment costs. Perceived low timber value, lack of growth and yield projections, and
the possibility of mediocre treatments requiring costly follow-up applications could
discourage family forest owners from participation in invasive species management.
Managers should try to appeal to these cost-sensitive views when suggesting invasive
species control to family forest owners. Treatments with low expectancy for regrowth or
follow-up applications may be the best recommendation. Also, harvest and reforestation
periods are good times to approach invasive plant control because of their perceived
effectiveness with respect to timing.
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Table 3.1: Treatments applied by location

Treatments

4% glyphosate foliar mist blower application

√

√

4% glyphosate foliar mist blower application
plus cut and spray
(50% glyphosate) on all
stems over 2m (6ft.)

√

√

√

√

73.1 ml/ha (1 ounce/ac) metsulfuron foliar
mist blower application
18.7 L/ha (8 quarts/ac) glyphosate aerial
helicopter application

Location 2
Upper Edisto
(Aiken Co.)

Location 3
Mulberry
Plantation
(Kershaw Co.)

Location 1
Wilson Creek
(Greenwood Co.)

√
√

Untreated control (check)

65

√

√

Table 3.2: Survey results showing basic information about participating forest
landowners
Timber
Oriented Forest
Owners (n-13)

Non-Timber
Oriented Forest
Owners (n=12)

Total (n=25)

Total
Percentage

13

11

24

96

0

1

1

4

Own < 1,235.5ha
(500ac) of land

9

9

18

72

Report having invasive
plants on their property

6

8

14

56

5

5

10

40

3

4

7

28

6

8

14

56

Men
Women

Can identify Chinese privet
Used herbicides in the last
three years
Feel that herbicides are
dangerous to people and
the environment
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Table 3.3: Frequency or number of times each theme and sub-theme was mentioned
family forest owners.
Specific parent themes and
subthemes
Biological efficacy concerns

Frequency
80

regrowth

21

not effective kill

19

effective kill

18

chemical selectivity

7

Economic concerns

73

timber quality and return dollars

27

cost-share

13

retreatment and guarantee

12

Field focus group critique
demonstration value
Environmental concerns

23
17
26

invasive species impact

20

chemical impact

6
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Abstract
Focus group interviews are research techniques and demonstration projects are extension
techniques. Our title is a little misleading; we are merely proposing many aspects of
focus groups can be used to strengthen demonstrations. We describe a focus group field
forestry interview that was described by participants as an outstanding demonstration.
This was surprising as our project had no demonstration objective. We discuss four
aspects of focus group methodology that might be incorporated into demonstrations in
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order to enhance educational effectiveness: group dynamics, reversed information flow,
enhanced networking opportunity, and increased variables in demonstrations to facilitate
more discussion.
Keywords: focus groups, demonstration, forestry, invasive species, herbicide

Introduction

Most extension professionals are well-aware of focus group methodology. It is a
research technique frequently used to create credible illumination of the factors relevant
to program, community, and organizational development. While it certainly is not
routinely used as an extension demonstration technique, it has several aspects in common
with field demonstration program design. Both have a discussion leader, a group of
people, a technical topic, and a focus on a knowledge base. The main difference is that
information flows to the group from the leader in a demonstration and vice versa in a
focus group.
Focus group interviews are often used to design or evaluate programs, to gain
insight into motivations or to identify factors that influence behavior. They have
limitations; what participants say they will do is not necessarily what they’ll actually do
(Morgan, 1997). An advantage is that the technique provides insight into human
behavior, observable group dynamics, and flexible, qualitative responses (as opposed to a
number of choices in most surveys or a scale in most surveys). Participants are not
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limited in their responses and the process is considered naturalistic (Krueger and Casey,
2000).

Focus Group Fundamentals

We will not attempt to describe the methodology, as most readers should be
reasonably familiar with focus group interviews. Focus groups can produce muddled
results if not properly conducted (Allen, Grudens-Schuck, & Larson, 2004). However, a
brief overview of the process will serve to refresh the reader on the three phases that go
into a focus group (Krueger and Casey, 2000). First, in the conceptualization phase the
objective of the group meeting is determined. What information is needed and who
needs it? Who needs the information and who can provide it?
Second, in the interview phase, questions are developed. These are open-ended
questions that follow a pattern. Feedback occurs and sometimes unexpected questions
arise. The interview is moderated to maintain control (focus). Group dynamics are
anticipated (participants who are “experts” or another who is reluctant to speak). Third is
the analysis phase. Field notes and tape recordings are analyzed. Observations should be
in the field notes on things like body language and emotion. Templeton (1994) provides
excellent detail on organizing, conducting, and analyzing focus group interviews.
Grudens-Schuck, Allen, and Larson (2004) discuss the foundations of focus group
methodology. Focus group interviews provide insight into group perspectives.
Homogenous (similar backgrounds) groups work best, with synergy designed into the
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program for participants to work together. Results are based on patterns, formed by
themes or perspectives.
We are reporting on focus group interviews that occurred in South Carolina in
2008. The objective was to obtain insights into forest owner perspectives on invasive
species (mainly Chinese privet), chemical control of invasive species (herbicide use), and
the factors, both biological and economic, that denoted effectiveness of treatment. The
interview was held on different field sites with varied treatment options and results. The
participants were members of local forestry landowner groups and varied by personal
forest management objective (some had strong timber management objectives, the others
managed for nontimber values (e.g., wildlife or recreation). The focus groups operated
normally, including spontaneous and unexpected comments that are considered an
advantage of the method.

The Surprising Result

“Focus groups can provide researchers with more surprises than other types of
research” (Grudens-Schuck, Allen, and Larson, 2004). At the end of each interview the
groups were very consistent that this was one of the best demonstrations that they had
ever attended. Of course, the interview was not intended to be a demonstration. These
forest owners had attended many extension workshops and field demonstrations over the
years and certainly were defining demonstration as an extension professional would.
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Demonstration techniques are fundamental to cooperative extension (Seevers, Graham,
Gamon, & Conklin, 1997).
Why were the participants confused? There were many aspects of the interview
that corresponded with a field demonstration. They were given a brief formal
introduction to what they were going to see and transported to the field sites by vans.
Discussion was led by a strong facilitator and an expert (resembling instructors). Except
to set the stage at each site, absolutely no information was shared with the group.
However, once the discussion was complete the expert answered technical questions from
the group and explained the treatments on each site. There was much contrast between
field sites and the groups were exposed to a range of treatments and effectiveness levels.
While they started out “in the dark” and were kept there during the discussion, by the end
of the process they had developed a firm understanding of the differences in treatment,
cost variables, and achievement of management objectives.
The surprising aspect was the level of enthusiasm for the method. Maybe it
should not have been surprising. When forest owners were asked what they want in an
educational program, they expressed a strong preference for just this type of experience.
They strongly prefer “active” rather than “passive” delivery systems, and the two highest
ranked methods were outdoor workshops and demonstration areas. Most important to the
forest owners was learning knowledge application and also highly ranked was
networking with resource professional and other forest owners (Downing & Finley,
2005).
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Of course, the facilitator quickly followed up to determine why the group felt it
had just been on a very effective demonstration. Several reasons surfaced. First, a focus
group field interview is physically very similar to a field demonstration. Both focus on
field sites that usually contain variables (e.g., level of treatment). Second, the group
dynamics allowed all participants to see the thought process of other group members. If a
participant said a particular treatment was “good” or “poor,” the next question was “Why
do you say that?’ and discussion followed. Third, eventually, the expert explained the
reason for each treatment and how effective the ground example actually was. So, while
it was not a program objective, a mini-demonstration ended each site discussion. Fourth,
in order to identify the variables that participants used in making these decisions, a wide
variety of treatments were used. Contrast in effectiveness was very pronounced and easy
to see. Fifth, the group selection technique develops a homogenous group. Similar
people form the groups and interact with each other as well as the researchers.
Networking opportunities are high and this is important to forest owners. We included an
incentive of a group meal after the interview to encourage attendance; participants look at
that as a networking opportunity.

Conclusion

We are not suggesting that focus groups actually be used for demonstration
purposes. It is not a cost-effective way to develop a demonstration. What did become
obvious to us was some of the focus group techniques and practices are appropriate to
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strengthen existing demonstration programs. The three primary “devices” that can easily
be adapted from focus groups to demonstrations are group dynamics, reversed
information flow (participant to facilitator), enhanced networking opportunity, and
increased variables in demonstrations to facilitate more discussion. Extension
professionals ought to consider some of these techniques when developing demonstration
projects.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
Many themes surfaced from analysis of the focus group interviews. Rather than
splitting them up and explaining them or putting them into tables as has already been
done in each article chapter, this conclusion will list each first order theme and each
important sub-theme in hierarchy of its frequency within the transcripts. The first order
themes in order of number of times mentioned in the transcripts were:
•

Biological effectiveness concerns

•

Economic effectiveness concerns

•

Environmental impact concerns

•

Field-based focus group critiques

Biological effectiveness was mentioned 80 times. Economic concerns were mentioned
73 times. Environmental impacts were mentioned 26 times and field focus groups were
critiqued or evaluated 23 times. The significant sub-themes in order of frequency are as
follows:
•

Timber quality and investment return

•

Regrowth concerns

•

Invasive impacts on wildlife and ecology

•

Not effect control

•

Effective control

•

Demonstration value

•

Cost-share availability
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•

Guarantees

•

Chemical Selectivity

•

Chemical impacts on people or the environment

The most frequently occurring sub-theme (timber quality and investment return) was
mentioned 27 times. The least frequent sub-theme (chemical impacts) was mentioned 6
times. All the others were somewhere in-between and no sub-theme had the exact same
frequency. These lists are a good presentation of the hierarchy of the data. However,
frequency alone cannot be used to rank the importance of the findings. The applicability
of the important findings seems to be the best indicator of rank among the themes and
sub-themes
The findings reported in this thesis may be repetitive but of the important themes
the following findings seem most applicable to South Carolina family forest owners.
Each treatment implemented and displayed to focus group participants was effective
biologically in the opinion of the project’s technical expert. However, not all of them
appeared effective to focus group participants. There were two locations where
participants observed glyphosate spray-only mistblower treatment applications and felt
that they were inferior to the other treatments that they observed. If recommending or
implementing this treatment method, managers should be aware of the negative feedback
received. This could have been a freak occurrence. However, it is supported with focus
group data. Forest owners stated their willingness to pay more for the other treatments
even if the costs were higher to avoid the incomplete control they observed in the
glyphosate spray-only areas. This led to participants calling for guarantees from
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herbicide applicators. This was an economically driven requirement that landowners
demanded in order to avoid the possibility of having an applicator come back and charge
them to treat the site again after an initial treatment had failed. State pesticide applicator
training or invasive species workshops could stress this issue with applicators and land
management companies that do herbicide applications for invasive species control. If
applicators offered and advertised guarantees for Chinese privet and other invasive
removal, it may be possible to illicit greater land owner participation in invasive species
management. Another economic hold out associated with costly implementation of
herbicide application for Chinese privet control, was government cost-share availability.
Not all forest owners agree that the government should be involved with invasive species
management. However, it was expressed that in the absence of concrete monetary return
(usually not associated with privet removal), it would only be economically feasible to
remove privet if there were some form of cost-share assistance to absorb a portion of the
costs. Finally, the timing of a herbicide treatment for Chinese privet control will most
likely be very important to family forest owners. A dormant season chemical application
which minimizes or eliminates unwanted removal of non-target species was an essential
part of this project. South Carolina family forest owners were very impressed with the
apparent selectivity of the chemical application. They made it known that leaving nontarget species was important to them. It was also inferred that harvest and regeneration
are a good time to suggest an expensive invasive species removal project. Discussion
ensued about the effectiveness of herbicide treatments after a clearcut. However, it is
only common sense to infer that after a clearcut the landowner has money in his pocket to
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reinvest in his land. This could make harvest time the best time for approaching a family
forest owner about invasive species control. These findings could make a difference in
South Carolina’s forests. With more family forest owner participation in invasive plant
species control, there is hope for native forest species and ecological processes. Even
though this concluding information can be helpful and applicable, there are limitations,
unused findings, and things that could be done differently concerning this project.
The introduction speaks of the reasons behind the use of field-based focus groups
for data collection in this project. It was important to explore forest owner reactions and
perceptions rather than trying to confirm or deny the preconceived opinions of the
research team. With that fact stated, this was not a situation where the research team did
not have expectations about what would be said and discussed during the focus groups.
In fact if it were not for some scripting of the interviews, valuable themes that were
suspected of being important to landowner decision-making may not have been discussed
to the extent that they were. Also, the nature of a field-based focus group led to
speculation about the possible added values of having discussion in the field as opposed
to indoors. This project was able to confirm the usability of such a method. However, to
state that field-based groups were more successful than an indoor group would be a
stretch. The importance of evaluating the field-based method did not become apparent
until reports were being prepared and focus groups were completed. In hindsight, a
valuable addition to this project may have been a conference room based round of focus
groups where participants were only introduced to treatment areas by a slide show and
explanations from the technical expert. Then analysis could be done of focus group
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discussions comparing the field-based group responses with indoor group responses. If
this were done claims about field-based focus group value would have a better scientific
foothold.
Another result that was expected to come from this research was a fundamental
difference between forest owners who have timber production as their main ownership
objective and those that do not consider timber production their most important objective.
Throughout the data collection process, responses were separated by these two ownership
objectives. As transcripts were read and analyzed, differences between the opinions and
attitudes of landowners having different objectives did not seem apparent. This specific
separation of information in the data could be analyzed further using qualitative data
comparison strategies, but that was not done as part of this project. Time constraints and
the general focus of the articles that were written did not allow for deeper analysis
comparing timber-oriented landowners with non-timber landowners. The transcripts and
each data spreadsheet keep these objectives separated. Therefore it is still possible to
analyze the data for this purpose Another article could be written using this to bring out
and discuss the comparison and contradictions, if any exist, between the perceptions of
family forest owners interested mainly in timber production and the perceptions of family
forest owners not concerned with timber production.
As voice recoding data was collected during the focus group interviews, the
participants were asked only to specify their main forest objective (timber or non-timber),
before each question or response. The individuals were not separated in the recording or
in the transcripts. This was done to easily separate the timber and non-timber oriented
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participants for the reasons expressed previously. However, a potentially important piece
of information was lost. When analyzing focus group data extensiveness is often used to
help point out important themes. Extensiveness or the number of times a theme is
mentioned by different individuals is helpful to know because it eliminates the ability of
one abnormally talkative or opinionated participant from skewing frequency data. It may
have been helpful to know conclusively that no one participant mentioned a theme so
often as to make it stand out in the data. However, the trained moderator facilitating all
discussions was skilled and able to limit the occurrence of such a problem by the way the
interviews were led.
Overall, there are a few things that could have been done better and a few things
that could be expanded on. Most importantly knowledge will be taken from this project.
Family forest owners will potentially play a very important part in attempts to control
forest invasive species. Coming away from this project, we may not be able to
statistically apply any findings to a population but we can practically apply some themes
(especially those associated with treatment cost effectiveness) to most family forest
owners. It would be hard to believe that anyone would spend great deals of money
fighting an invasive species invasion without receiving some kind of benefit. This
assumption was greatly supported with focus group data and should always be in the
mind of managers who recommend invasive species control measures to family forest
owners. Whether the motivation is economic loss, decreased aesthetic value, or
decreased wildlife habitat caused by the presence of invasive species, forest owners need
to know what they are gaining from control measures. In this case, forest owners, across
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management objectives, weighed the personal benefits they would gain from different
Chinese privet control techniques with the costs associated with those applications. They
provided the research team with valuable ideas that should be considered before
implementing programs directed toward family forest owners and their participation in
invasive species control.
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Appendix A
Original Photographs of On-Site Treatment Examples

Figure A.1: Dead privet, cut and spray glyphosate treatment, Wilson Creek location
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Figure A.2: Live privet, untreated control site, Mulberry Plantation location
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Figure A.3: Dead privet, metsulfuron spray-only treatment, Wilson Creek location
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Figure A.4: Dead privet, glyphosate spray-only treatment, Mulberry Plantation location
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Figure A.5: Dead privet (left), untreated control (right), aerial glyphosate application
Upper Edisto location
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APPENDIX B
Chinese Privet Project Plot Layout for Landowner Focus Groups
Plots
3 locations
• In the Edisto River drainage in Aiken County (Mickey Scott, landowner)
o Recent bottomland hardwood clearcut with heavy privet infestation
o To be treated by helicopter
o Treatment Variables
 Untreated Check
 10% glyphosate @ 20 GPA
o Landowner objectives
 Hardwood regeneration and stocking
 Hardwood regrowth and dominance on site
• Along the Wateree River in Kershaw County (Mulberry Plantation, landowner)
o Mature bottomland hardwood forest, heavy privet infestation in the
understory
o To be treated with hand-held equipment
o Treatment Variables (each variable to be at least 1 acre in size)
 Untreated Check
 4% glyphosate foliar treatment (mistblower)
 1 oz./acre Escort Herbicide foliar treatment (mistblower)
 4% glyphosate foliar treatment plus cut stem treatment (50%
glyphosate) on all stems over 6 feet in height
o Landowner Objectives
 Wildlife Habitat (recolonization of native grasses and forbs)
 Aesthetics (clearing the understory of thick privet infestation
 Protection of hardwood regeneration
• Along Wilson Creek in Greenwood County (B. Adams, Landowner)
o Mature bottomland hardwood forest, heavy privet infestation in the
understory
o To be treated with hand-held equipment
o Treatment Variables (each variable to be at least 1 acre in size)
 Untreated Check
 4% glyphosate foliar treatment (mistblower)
 1 oz./acre Escort Herbicide foliar treatment (mistblower)
 4% glyphosate foliar treatment plus cut stem treatment (50%
glyphosate) on all stems over 6 feet in height
o Landowner Objectives
 Wildlife Habitat (recolonization of native grasses and forbs)
 Aesthetics (clearing the understory of thick privet infestation
 Protection of hardwood regeneration
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Focus Group Suggestions

•

•

•

I suggest that we conduct two separate focus groups, one for the landowners near
the Upper Savannah River watershed, and one for landowners near the Upper
Santee-Congaree-Wateree watershed
I suggest that each focus group meeting should include site tours to one of the
ground treatment demonstrations, and the aerial treatment demonstration should
be visually presented (by PowerPoint) to each focus group in a classroom setting
showing the results and potential benefits.
Landowner groups that may be considered for selecting participants could
include:
o Active landowners from local county forestry landowner associations
o Landowner membership from local land trusts (Congaree Land Trust,
Upper Savannah Land Trust)
o Forestry consultants could be potential participants

Straka’s Comments (Matt, these are just “thoughts” at this point, certainly we
won’t use all of these variables, but if we don’t set up the project with variables
already in place, we can’t measure anything, so we need to include the ones we agree
that are major)
Three focus group types make sense to me: (1) forest owner, lower capital,
(2) forest owner, higher capital, (3) forestry consultant. Perhaps this can be accomplished
using the groups above if the Trust people are high capital types
and the active landowners are lower capital types.
Variables that need to be introduced into the demonstration might be:
(1) Landowner objective (this will be an important variable because appearance
is impacted by objective). This one already exists.
(2) Effectiveness of treatment (Professional experts will have to evaluate the
effectiveness of treatment so we know what the focus groups are actually looking at).
Would it be possible to include some minor small areas that are not so effectively
treated? Certainly variability of effectiveness of treatment will impact focus group
responses.
(3) Demonstration site type. Will the type of site impact results. For example,
a road side demonstration is very typical. Would it make a difference if the site is
a clearing that has been bush hogged and it wide open. (Many demonstrations take place
on road sides to save time, but road sides often are “quick” stops and shady, at least
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shadier than an open area). Does a nice wide open area to view the treatment area from
make a difference in perception?
(4) A variable that exists and I don’t think will make a difference is type of treatment
(ground vs. aerial). Would this make a difference?
(5) Level of infestation. Will this be equal on all sites? If this was variable we could
judge group perceptions relative to initial level of infestation and eventual level of
effectiveness of treatment.
(6) Prior to the field demonstration a presentation is planned. Do we want to make this a
variable? What happens if we don’t give the presentation first? I know you’d never give
the presentation after the demonstration in the real world, but say we did it after the
demonstration in one case just to judge the impact of the presentation.
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APPENDIX C
Pre-Focus Group Presentation on Invasive Species and Chinese Privet

Slide 1

Privet Focus Group
8/19/2008
Matt Howle

Slide 2
An invasive species is any organism that has
been accidentally or purposefully introduced to
an area outside of its place of origin.
In our case plants
Other names you might hear concerning invasive
species are : exotic, non-native, or alien
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Slide 3
Plants evolve with other species around them in
a delicate balance. The fragile balance between
a particular plant and the other living things in
it’s environment is often broken in the case of an
exotic invasive species.
Often no competition or natural predators exist.
This allows the invasive species to thrive aggressively
and out compete native vegetation.

Slide 4
Kudzu

Slide 5
Tropical Soda Apple
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Slide 6
Chinese Privet or Ligustrum sinense is a woody
shrub or small tree. It has small thick leaves
opposite in arrangement and evergreen.

Slide 7








Privet was brought to the United States in the late
19th and early 20th century and used as an
ornamental plant.
It can be found even today around many homes
used as a hedge row
Privet produces lots of seeds every year which are
a favorite of birds who disperse them everywhere
City sewer and drainage water eventually makes it
to streams and creeks where seed from the hedges
in town often take root in forested riparian zones.

Slide 8

Today privet is found in forested areas of over 20 US
states and territories
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Slide 9

Slide 10

Slide 11
HERBICIDES
Foliar sprayed herbicides
are commonly used for
forestry practices.
Studies indicate that foliar
herbicides such as
glyphosate and
Metsulfuron can control
Chinese privet

OTHER
Methods such as
manual removal of privet
by hand with chainsaws
is done in some areas
Prescribed burning and
mechanical removal are also
options utilized for
Chinese privet control .
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Slide 12








Invasive species thrive with no predators and
outcompete native species
Chinese privet planted as hedges now has
foothold in southeastern forests
Threatens tree regeneration and most every
native understory plant.
Privet can be combated with foliar herbicides ,
manual or mechanical removal, and burning
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Appendix D
Forest Owner Survey Questionnaires
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Appendix E
Transcripts from Both Focus Groups in All Three Locations

Speakers:
T: Forest landowner with mainly Timber interest in mind
NT: Forest landowners with objectives that are not timber oriented
B: Both timber and non-timber (landowners refusing to choose for research purposes)
HI: Heather Irwin (moderator)
Matt: Mathew Nespeca (technical expert)
Straka: Dr. Thomas Straka (professor)
Katie: Katie Bridgeway (manager Mulberry plantation)
Me: Matthew Howle (grad assistant microphone operator)
Red text: Indicates notes taken by Dr. Straka during interviews
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Transcript of Greenwood Co. focus group 8/19/2008

Glyphosate spray-only 1st stop
HI: what do you see?
T: property owner McCormick, privet... dead privet
Landowners seemed to know what privet looked like. No problem identifying it.
HI: positive, negative?
NT: positive... some of the privet still alive in the top of some of them um.. even though
the bottom is apparently killed the top is still green
Landowners quickly noticed differences between kill at “top” and at “ground.” They
quickly evaluated “kill” at top and bottom.
HI: Is that good or bad?
NT: Incomplete... I wonder what happens to all the seeds. I know it kills what is above
ground but what happens, does it also kill all the seed that has been dropped or is it going
to come back in the spring.
Very concerned with kill effectiveness. What about seeds? Resprouting?

Matt: Should mention that the basic treatment that was done here on this particular site.
TS: curious was this a good job or a bad job nobody really said is it a pretty good job or a
bad job?
NT: Incomplete
HI: if you had this done would you be satisfied?
NT: no
Not really a complete job. Concern on differences between top and bottom.
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Matt: This was done in February of this year so it is a recent application done in dormant
season, winter time
NT: was there a specific area that was chosen to be sprayed? or was it randomly spray ed
it looks like he stopped here so what made him stop here it looks like a good job to me
having had to try to control this stuff myself so i know there is some incomplete some
plants are still a bit alive but for the most part when you’re in here spraying all day long
your gonna miss some
Spraying method discussed (backpack). Concern over various methods of spraying.
Always going to miss some areas.

HI: What about you guys you have been quiet what do you think?
T: you have a bottomland hardwood site here and whatever chemical you have used
doesn’t appear to have harmed the primary species you would want to maintain
HI: is that a positive?
T: I think that is very positive
Overall good recognition that you want chemicals that will be selective. This area seems
to have had only privet killed and this was rated “very good.”

NT: what was the application was it done aerially it was certainly not done with a
backpack sprayer was it done in a controlled in the are backed up a ways on the fringe it
appears to be partial so it depend on how you sprayed it and what you sprayed it with and
did you take into account a drought
HI: what depends on that your opinion of whether it is good or bad?
NT: ah, it depends on if it was done with the right chemical and was it expected to be in a
drought sit or non drought its partially good i mean back up here it was a complete kill
but on these fringes now I’m not sure if this isn’t a fringe area so on the side if it was
done aerially did he come over on a plane and this become a transitional zone you need
more info for
HI: Inconclusive based on?
T: back there where you cut it down it look like you sprayed the stumps and it looked like
a good kill and I didn’t see anything coming back out the stumps and there were areas
that were completely dead and it was good but along here you see the tops are still living
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and that implies that the rest of the plant is still living and would come back out so I a
like... I would be unhappy with this but the complete kill that was good and I am real
curious as to what you used to not harm any of the rest of the hard wood trees around
here
Strong concern over effectiveness. What method was used and how effective was it?
Emphasis on stump treatment and its impact on resprouting. When is it completely dead?
Good understanding of selectivity of chemicals for certain species.

HI: what about your
T: I think it’s a good job
HI: the only neg. I get you guys seeing is that there is still some growing in the top is that
right or wrong
Strong emphasis on understory and overstory. What happened in the top and
whathappened at the ground? Understory/overstory certainly a main factor that they
realized.

NT: here on the fringes here how was it done by backpack or behind a tractor?.. But I
think because we are on the fringe is the reason that we have got some of it still alive.
back in there like was commented it’s a good job but here there some bloom over here I
am saying we are on the fringe they just worked to here and then that’s as far as they
were contracted to
Several times the fringe has been mentioned. Landowners clearly see we are on a
boundary where treatment has occurred or not occurred.
NT: what we don’t know yet is what was the goal what was the landowner trying to do he
may or may not have achieved the goal because if you think its dead but a good bit of it
is dead but some still standing what is the real goal here
Landowners objectives mentioned. Seemed to be good understanding that effectiveness
is also a function of landonwer objectives.
HI: and were gonna get to that but I wanted your opinion of what you saw before I told
you what the goal was
Straka: I have been taken notes almost ever I want to summarize what i have been
hearing most everybody who determined what’s good or bad looked at two things
understory and overstory seem to be in other words what happened here at the ground
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level and people were concerned about what they were seeing further up and the contrast
between the two when I look back at my notes that what I am hearing people say
HI: There are a lot of observant people who saw things on the way in that they are
comparing to
TS: their concentrating on overstory and understory. Correct or incorrect?

NT: Uh, I forgot my question what was the herbicides take time to work especially like
with privet what would you what is the expected results well I would have to look lat the
label of the stuff I was using it takes two years on my farm to get rid of privet it take two
years to get of um some of all the invasive species so you have to look at whether your
expecting is this the first application or the second application you know were you
expecting to do this again to get another so form just looking at this i like if i had done
this job myself on my property I would say I did a good job but I have to make another
application
Depends on what you were trying to accomplish. Look at chemical label, what should be
result? Hard to say if effective unless you know what you are expecting as results.
Maybe you need another application.
T: is this tree gonna die is this ........... gonna die later on the privet looks like its green on
the top and dead on the bottom
Matt: we will probably wait we will look at on the walk out tow more and talk about
some of those issues did it really die follow up also different methods a very different
method that was used
NT: seedlings ya’ll were walking fast and I was trying to keep up but the seedlings I
didn’t see any seedlings coming up and I didn’t see any coming up in the bottom down
there in all that wash so I think you’ve done a good job whatever you used was a good
product
Matt gives formal technical details. Dormant season. February. Mist blower. Back
pack.
Matt: all this talk before really talking about the performance and the issues is what i will
explain is what we’ve done here and were gonna take another just quick stop into the real
think privet over here which is uncontrolled an uncontrolled area and then also walk back
through some other treatments. this entire site was done in dormant season in winter time
was done in Feb. of this year it was done with mist blower back packs which provide
more distance and coverage especially during the time when all the hard woods are
dormant so it was treated at a time when all the hardwoods were dormant so all of the
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hack berry the oaks all these things were basically in dormancy the treatment that were
are looking at right here is a glyphosate treatment its not all that out of the ordinary but i
believe it was a 5% glyphosate treatment by mist blower putting out about 5 gallons of
water to the acre with a crew walking side by side treating it through in this particular are
a very thick area so its a very thick area similar to what we are looking at there as far as
the starting point if you think about what this looked like before it was treated next stop
we will kind of be in the mid of a very consistent site as far as what this site looked like
before treatment

Untreated control 2nd stop
HI: what do you see, do you see what you would want on your property?
NT: I see a little of home you have privet flourishing here it’s obvious its seeds were
carried in by the creek bank here you see the seedlings coming up from the roots it’s just
covered in privet its um getting a little bit of sunlight in here it really would blossom it
needs treating.
Discussion of seeds being carried by creek and sunlight. Stress discussed as a factor.
Obvious that privet is flourishing along creek.
T: I don’t think that being along the creek bed that it’s a big problem
HI: so you would just leave it or u???
NT: what the objective here now if you were doing like a wildlife corridor or something
like that you know you primary objective is to grow timber it’s competitive but it may
have a place
Two factors being discussed. Sunlight/competition and impact of nearby creek.
Importance of landowner objective.
T: you can’t cut timber here close to the creek so

Matt: the gentleman said something about sunlight what is it about sunlight that you see
as a positive or negative
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NT: here generally grows well in sunlight this is rather subdued in here the high canopy
here is controlling a lot of the growth of this privet in my opinion more sunlight would
cause it to grow and develop it
Continued discussion of sunlight and competition. Obviously this is important to
landowners. They seem to understand impact of sunlight well.

NT: one question I have on the questionnaire Dr. Straka ask us to complete it asked us if
we could identify Chinese ligustrum we are all assuming this is Chinese ligusrtrm but if I
remember my college botany there is like 40 species. do we anticipate any different
results on another species of ligustrum or are going to assume this is all Chinese
ligustrum
One landowner questioned exactly which species we were looking at. Matt describes
types in the state.
Matt: other parts of the state and the country and especially down by the coast you have
Japanese privet , glossy privet there are some others out there but also with very different
treatment methods and things to control it but the piedmont area like this we are in
HI: do you see more forms of other than in your area?
NT: no not personally. On my land my personal property I’m pretty sure mine is same
species I’ve never done a taxonomic study on it
Matt: the others look very different

HI: so on your own land if you’re by the creek would you treat it or not treat it? Getting a
lot of no's shaking head no
HI: you would, and why?
Creek impact discussed. Spread impacted and a big factor. Creek also poses treatment
problem with chemicals that can be used close to water.
NT: because of the spread factor that it spreads so easily
T: no because of the creek you can’t cut timber this close to the water anyhow because of
the best management practices
HI: would you kill it all?
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NT: yeah, I'd kill all of the privet I would kill it all if it was my property and I had the
people in here doing the job I would go ahead and do a complete job because of what he
said. The spread factor what
Recognize importance of spread factor. Impact on timber discussed. Also competition
discussed. Seemed to be a strong consensus to kill it all and do it right. Retreatment if
necessary. Spread is a factor.
NT: I had a site exactly like this right on a creek heaver privet than this I have treated it
all now I can come in an bush hog and i can keep it like a park down there a really nice
area and before it was completely choked up and totally useless so I had treated and
controlled an area exactly like this approximately 2 to 4 maybe five acres along a creek
you can go down there and fish or kids can come and play we have people panning for
gold down there. It used to be you couldn’t even get to the creek
Several landowners seemed to stress a complete kill. They would be willing to retreat as
necessary. They would come back with other treatments if necessary. Will even bush
hog if necessary. They seemed to appreciate the impact of creek on privet spread and the
need to give extra emphasis there.
HI: anyone else have anything they want to add?

Straka: I have been taking notes let me summarize I was surprised that we didn’t really
discuss it but its obvious everybody here considers privet or invasive species to be bad
it’s just a matter of whether its worth controlling right in this spot. What causes yall
invasive species just because we said they were bad or implied it what makes um bad?
Does everybody agree that they’re bad it seems like or
NT: they crowd out native tree
NT: since I have controlled I can see deer down at the creek I can see turkey down there
splashing around un you know I guess I see a lot more critters around on the land of
course maybe they were there before and I couldn’t see un but I can see um now and that
means something to me
NT: If you don’t control it you end up with no timber and no recreation it can just take
over its impenetrable
NT : it depends on a case like this it dep. on what your are trying to do i think in dense
cover like this a warm stream flows its gonna spread easily if it’s not controlled unless
you’re using it for wildlife habitat but otherwise i think it needs to be controlled i thought
it grew better in shade than it did out in full sunlight
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Landowners indicated what an invasive species was and its impact. Importance of
control. Nontimber landowners in particular recognized the impact on wildlife. Wildlife
was mentioned by several in the crowd.
Matt: on the third stop out there on our way out we get into the tops of these treatments
NT: If you’re gonna control then what’s the cost then that has to do with factoring in
what you want to do a buffer zone but cost has a lot to do with when you’re trying to
manage something I’m just saying that as factor
Importance of objectives again.
HI: so how much across the creek
Matt: the cost of a treatment like we have done right there with the kind of crew was put
together for that wintertime work its um probably a 200 dollar an acre job from an
absolute basis meaning without any sort of cost share assistance or anything that’s what
the contractor cost
HI: here is the question for that price would you do it
NT: I would
T: yes
T: need to know other species would be affected by the application
Both timber and nontimber landowners thought treatment across the creek was worth it.
Most would spend the kind of money it would take for effective treatment.

HI: all other things being equal price size wouldn’t matter as long as you got what you
wanted out the management is that what you’re saying
T: no I would want my money’s worth
T: I’ve got a farm and I’ve got timber and I have cows and I’ve got pasture and I’ve got
creeks and I am down as a timber person but I am involved in I mean I am running about
300 acres of land and
TS: we aren’t working back and white
HI: what about you guys would you do it for 200/acer
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T: I would leave this the reasons i just said a while ago allowing the creek it might starts
spreading then you need to keep control of that but I think this might have some
damages to wildlife you can’t get to the creek to fish but maybe back up the creek you
could
NT: I would do it on a selective basis but I wouldn’t mess with it around the creek
because that’s where I see most of my wildlife I’m not timber but I see most of my
wildlife in the privet around the creek
NT: I wouldn’t same reason they give but i do want to add something not necessarily for
this area but a lot depends on the situation livestock have been known to eat it we have a
situation that it was growing on a fence line one side were cows and the other side were
residences and between the mowing and grass and the cow that keep it under control now
as far a the birds carrying it somewhere else I am sure that happens but then that’s one
particular location the livestock basically keeps it under control
NT: one thing I think is that I grew up learning that an invasive plant was a weed a much
simpler definition. I think particularly this plant does have some more wildlife value than
a lot of wildlife biologist give it credit for I think we need to be vary careful some times
when we call an invasive just because it an invasive species and it is an invasive species
that it might fit a management goal for some people that it would not fit the management
goal for others so something I think we need to be careful about and when we all think
about native plants there’s corn.. Iowa’s the corn state but corn not native to Iowa so we
get into those types of situations
Landowners seemed very willing to spend the kind of money it takes to control privet.
But need to know it is cost-effective. What am I getting for my money? Many
recognized the creek as a problem area. Wildlife came up a lot. Impact on wildlife along
the creek recognized. Nontimber landowners did definitely seem more concerned with
wildlife impact. Some discussion of livestock (cows and goats) that can keep it under
control. Spread by birds? Not all invasive species necessarily bad—corn in Iowa was
an example.

Cut and spray glyphosate 3rd stop
HI: I want your opinion ........
All: good very good
Site described as “good, very good” by most all landowners.
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T: some of the trees have been cut so I think that helps the kill factor
Recognition of some trees having been cut as a “kill factor.”
NT: well you have sprayed the stumps obviously so nothing has came back up out of the
stumps. I’ve found a lot of these privet if you mechanically remove it and it lays on the
ground it will sprout laying on the ground so have to either burn it or get it off the ground
somehow if you lay it on the ground that sucker will grow
Sprouts are a factor.
HI: something

T: running a fire through here with the hardwood would you hurt the hw
Matt: I think fire could be used it wouldn’t have a big impact on privet
Discussion of fire as a control tool.
HI: are think mainly to clean up the brush is that what it would be fore

NT: that’s my question is does the spray affect the hw trees if it weren’t in the dormant
stage when you sprayed it? and uh I know that its burned some of the leaves on the lower
branches so you have to do it in the winter so it doesn’t affect the other plants or is it like
remedy in its selectiveness
Matt: sure there treatment done here was very similar to what we looked at back there. it
was a glyphosate treatment so during a dormant state glyphosate is not selective as well
as when leave are not on the trees so as far as what might appear to be burning I’m not
sure how much of that is burning from the herbicides but it’s possible though from the
growing points this treatment was also a 5% glyphosate treatment by mist blower but the
additional practice or treatment that was done in here is anything over about six to eight
feet tall while the crew was going threw they cut it and they squirted the stump
Discussion of impact of spray on hardwood. What about season? Dormant season.
Burning? Matt gives technical answer.
HI: how does that affect price per acre
Matt: It probably added 50 dollars or so per acre maybe a little bit more if you cost it out
over the entire site but this is a more expensive treatment um five percent of a 4 lb round
up product similar to what you call round up pro I think this was actually Accord xrt
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forestry accord xrt was the actual active formulation of the glyphosate which is a dow
chemical formulation
Discussion of cost. Landowners question what you get for extra cost. Landowners don’t
seem adverse to higher cost if proportionate increase in effectiveness is obtained.
Landowners were aware of how contracting works, retreatment, negotiation if results are
unsatisfactory. Warranty is important.
T: talking about roundup
Matt: taking a bout round up in dormant season

HI: saying that this areas much more effective? but its more expensive so my question is
would you pay the extra money to get a more effective control
NT: how much would it cost to kill the ones that you missed in the first place a repeat
you didn’t have to worry about the tops here you cut um off and there are, there are no
tops growing obviously
Matt: so that even though the additional cost here let’s say that if the crew is gonna go
back through which was expected that there would be touch up work that would happen
let’s say that on a per acre basis it would be halve of the initial cost so let’s say it’s a
hundred dollars an acre for a re treatment just to touch up that’s an expected cost and
expected cost of treatment
HI: would you expect that here
Matt: based on the fact that the large material is on the ground, no I would not expect that
HI: so 200 once and 100 down the road or 250 here is that what we are comparing. now i
am getting more yeses one no over here, why?
T: I thought it would be a lot more expensive than that but with those numbers i say this
is better
HI: so you would pay 250 per acre
T: if you got to pay 3 back there I would pay 250 for this
HI: If you had to pay 3 right here would you do it
T: NO
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Discussion of cost. Landowners seemed well aware of contracting process, guarantees,
retreatment, and technical problems that could occur.
NT: you have got to negotiate with the guy who is applying it you have got to say if it
comes back then what I would say listen if it comes back like the tops down yonder it’s
because they didn’t get it so he’s going to have to come back and get it he may not have
to send a crew but at least one or two men to come back and get it and i am not gonna pay
him anything
Matt: so warranty is important
NT: exactly you better negotiate which the guy because if he is just gonna spray the
bottoms and the tops are gonna come back and your gonna have to pay him again nuh uh
not this old man
T: you got to watch the guy your working with and have a contract
NT: with the mist blower would you anticipate as good a result with say a two percent
liquid with solo back pack sprayers obviously you have done real well with what you
selected
Matt gives technical details for this site. Labor intensive. Cost-effective?

Matt: after several years looking and making comparisons in Edgefield county and saying
that coverage is a very important issue and coverage is improved with mist blower
application compare with solo backpacks now percent solution from 2 to 5% were not
sure yet if there is a different it would only be a very small amount of cost with the 2%v.
5% because this is a very labor intensive treatment so if you look at the cost the most of it
is in labor or man power out her working sweating
HI: so how much
Matt: maybe five percent so using less herbicide doesn’t change the cost very much we
will look at one additional treatment over here which actually has a separate active
ingredient with is actually lower cost given the price of gyl now a days
NT: is remedy I mean round up the only thing that works
Matt: no its not were gonna look at one additional active ingredient that we have been
testing for several years we started 3 or 4 yrs ago we looked at a lot of different actives
including Larry nelson has looked at a lot of different actives in this scenario with hw
over the top dormant season there is a couple that we selected now that we are basically
fine tuning but we will look at one additional active ingredient that works
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NT: has some kind of aerial application been considered
Matt: were gonna see a site like that latter on on the next stop well look at it in a very
different condition not in a full overstory situation um not because we were afraid to but
in this situation i believe that the ground application was the best way to get at it. aerial
we will look at later today

Metsulfuron spray-only 4th stop
Matt: info about solution and bark penetration
HI: alright effective pos negative why why not?
NT: It’s dead
NT: whatever product that was used didn’t affect the grass didn’t kill the grass the grass
is better that the only difference that i can see the grass survived the treatment

How effective? Privet seems to be dead. But grass survived well. Lack of tall privet
plants like they saw earlier. Privet is lower and it is dead.
T: I don’t see any tall privet plants here there are none like we saw back around yonder
everything here seem to be lower plants and they seem to be dead

Matt again gives technical details.
Matt: This is a similar mist blower application done in feb. the active ingredient used
instead of using glyphosate a product called escort active ingredient Metsulfuron was
used at 1 ounce to the acre a very low use rate applied at a per acre basis and some of the
same as far as just what you’re seeing here folks waking though spraying privet as they
going walking side by side working their way through the hw stocking here is obviously
better just by looking at it as far as over the top trees no effects being seen over the top
there and but the um midstory of privet is i believe lower the river being the epicenter as
you go farther in the same treatment can be seen farther in the results are similar
HI: although you see a different area as far as height of the privet to you think it was
equally as effective, the treatment was equally as effective as the treatment you have seen
in the other two sites?
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Me: mostly yes (head count)
General consensus was that this was an effective treatment. Equally effective at different
heights.

HI: what would you say to another land owner who wasn’t here today if they asked you
about privet control what would you tell them you learned here. Based on what you have
seen
NT: It can be done I dint think you could control it
Overall consensus that privet can be controlled. Most agreed control would be costeffective. Availability of cost-share funds would be a factor. Especially in terms of
wildlife improvement, cost-share would be a factor.
HI: you would recommend
?: it depends it depends on the situation and also as far as control the mechanical section
was the best control and vs. but here again its gonna go back background bottom line it is
gonna depend on the individual and individual of application

T: it would be the availability of maybe some cost share funds through the environmental
quality incentives program or wildlife habitat programs or some other wildfire habitat
improvement program to cut down on the cost of doing this with land owners
Matt: maybe after the next stop I can tell you about some current state of things right now
of what i know of NRCS or FWS and others that are showing interest in the kind of
things that are going on i can give you some back ground.

NT: what about the herbicides down by the creek
Question on environmental effect of spraying near the creek. Matt gives technical
response.
Matt: And that’s what accord xrt is Accord xrt the product that was used out here was is a
wetlands formulation of glyphosate its not an aquatic formulation for treatment on the
edges of those rivers you would be forced to use aquineet or rodeo or one of the other
aquatic formulation or glyphosate formulations that are labeled for aquatics to be within
the law to be within the EPA’s law you would use an aqutic formulation of the same
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active and you could still use the surfactants performance would really not vary by
changing formulation to an aquatic form

T: am I correct that one of the reasons you were able to select misting with the round up
is because there wasn’t anything of the same height that was green that you didn’t mind
killing because if there had been pines in here small pines and so forth
What about impact on young pines? Matt gives technical answer.
Matt: we will see that at the next site that there are sapling pines that when you treat over
the top event in the middle of winter you can make them sick with glyphosate. a site like
this where even the hw whether its this little hickory right here or this little hic here that
were not harmed by the treatment because they were dormant so there was nothing out
here that was green at time of treatment. the one thing we are seeing is that the native
cane is not as the early treatments that I have not the native cane it’s not as harmed by the
escort treatment that were doing it’s not as harmed but glyphosate because its semi
evergreen cane can get really browned out by these hard glyphosate treatments in the
middle of winter. a mist blower treatment in the middle of summer would brown out a lot
of vegetation. and it’s also a very you know the kind of treatment there can be a lot of
sideways movement a lot of issues if your near ag fields and things you know winter time
everything is in dormancy it’s a very safe time to use that mist blower because it is
blowing product 20 25 ft up into the air reaching up its blowing it that far sideways

HI: how much does it cost to treat this site?
Discussion of cost. Labor involved? Non-timber landowners seemed somewhat more
concerned with cost. All were looking for cost-effectiveness.
Matt: this site was probably very similar. the chemical for this is a little bit cheaper than
what we were seeing over there based on current price of glyphosate chemical is a little
bit lower here you looking at probably 30 to 40 percent less chemical cost one ounce
escort to the acre but that the only difference
HI: does that make a 5 to 10 percent difference overall:
Matt: 5 to 10% range labor makes up the majority of the cost in a treatment like this
NT: what is the rate of labor one man for one acre how long would it take one man to do
one acre
Matt: in an area like this I would expect that one man could probably treat maybe 3 or 4
acres a day
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NT: if you had a patch that you wanted to deal with its early done by one man
Matt: um hum with the mist blower treatment it’s a very low volume treatment so this is
being done at about five gallons of water to the acre so if you mix up a 4 gall on mist
blower backpack you basically loaded up with an acres worth of product if you treat it
right so if you treat it you can treat almost a full acre with that product so um in an area
like it’s it’s a lot less dense i would say that what your probably looking at
NT: right
Matt: in some cases probably five acres per man per day
NT: ok
HI: you can tell them everything now

Straka: what I have heard several people mention is we have been giving you half
answers you know kind of intentionally. Since were at the last stop is there any questions
that you really want answered that we have avoided? or we could wait to the last stop or
the bbq were gonna have right after and fortunately now there is a little bit of a trip
involved but the last stop is a single stop no walk and within ten or fifteen min we will be
at the bbq place so it’s not like this there is a long walk here no walk at the next one
single stop 1 min from the van and 20 min to the bbq place
HI: just real quick we have a question
NT: was the misting approach and the chemical selected because it was the least
expensive to do this
When allowed to ask general questions, first one was on least expensive? Then least
amount of labor? Questions centered on cost effectiveness.
Matt: the chemicals were chosen because they showed good activity for that for this
particular use so what initially we looked at four or five different active ingredients when
we started doing early work on privet control in dormant season um the selection was
purely based on performance not price
NT: could it take less labor using a different approach in applying it?
HI: misting vs a helicopter vs any other way you can get it in here
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Matt: the best way to reduce cost in this type of a job is looking at conventional back
pack work which needs maybe 15 or 20 gall of water to the acre with folks pumping and
spraying up. we compared that with mist blowers and what we found is the mist blower
approach the efficiency went up extremely. we were able to get a lot more done because
the chemical makes up such a small cost in the treatment the biggest way to affect
efficiency was to look at the mist blower treatment so really the cost effectiveness was
really important in how we reviewed what should be done so yea that was a big issue
Were general technical questions too, like on surfactants, chemical mixes, and
techniques.
T: You used surfactants?
Matt: yes surfactants were used in all cases surfactants were used and actually they were
loaded by, the products had surfactants built in forestry accord xrt has a surfactant built in
and escort treatments surfactants were added at about a 1 %
T: how would mist blowers be with like a basal bark sprayed treatment like a garlon
product
Matt: yes basal bark like remedy or garlon or pathfinder II and its an excellent approach
for controlling stems of privet specifically because it’s such a thin barked species if you
treat all the way around with 20% garlon with oil you gonna do a very good job with
controlling to look at efficiency as well as cost effectiveness is that when you get into this
situation as you walk down this way there might be forty to sixty thousand stems to the
acre or more so if you were to take it from a basal bark approach you might have: the
chemical cost is gonna sky rocket and then labor cost is gonna skyrocket too because you
have to pinpoint and hit every single stem so usually with basal bark treatments I look at
if your over; unless its a small patch if you can get to it if your over 1000 stems to the
acre of target pants on a big job you might wanna start thinking of other methods besides
basal bark the other method that is very effective is injection 50% glyphosate or roundup
or prod like that hack it stick it into the bark squirt a little bit into a privet stem and do it
for every 2 inches of diameter you hack and squirt a little bit in there is about the most
effective treatment there is it really really is very very effective both getting downward
translocation as well as up but the same factor exist your gonna have to swing that
hatchet for every 2 inches of diameter that exist on a per acre basis so it can be very very
expensive based on how many stems you have per acre its very effective

HI: what was your opinion about the demonstration? walking through the woods seeing
the different sites? good? bad? could have been better?
NT: Perfect
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T: very well panned
T: min about of walking
When asked about demonstration value of sites landowners were very positive. Treated
this like a workshop and seemed impressed on what they learned.
TS: this wasn’t actually a demonstration obviously it was a focus group but it would have
worked as a demonstration if we were doing a workshop and would have been more
cooperative and given more information
T: we were very fortunate to have matt matt’s previous employment in some other
industries has really prepared him very well for chemical weed control one of the things I
worked for the department of agriculture for about 40 years and over those years I saw a
lot of good products come and go and one of the reason some of the products went was
not because they were bad products but because people failed to used them properly and
a lot of us are just novice applicators so we need to be very careful to always read the
label on the chemicals and make sure we don’t misuse them so that they will be available
to use in the future so the EPA doesn’t take them off the market so just be careful with
them
NT: Enjoyed the program very much
TS: one last stop we will ride to the next stop and then go to the bbq place right after that
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Transcript Aiken Location 8/19/2008

Aerial glyphosate spray-only application 1st and only stop
HI: alright what do you see?
NT: where’s the nearest running water stream or creek or river bout a hundred yards.
We are at North Fork of Edisto River. The landowners have no problem seeing the large
amount of privet in the area in front of them.
Matt: the north fork of the Edisto, there are some intermittent streams but the tree line
really defines where the actual…
What was source of privet? Again, landowners seem aware there is a source.
NT: you suppose the seed was carried in here on that creek down there with a flood or
something how did this privet get in here?
TS: we came in here a month ago and there was a little running stream in the middle
down there
Matt: intermittent

HI: what about effective control
NT: don’t see a problem myself I’m a non timber person but I don’t see a problem myself
Matt: look farther down you can see
NT: ok
TS: I hear a few rumblings that its good nobody thinks that there’s some problems here
T: well if you’re trying to grow pines are there pines planted here:
Matt: no sir
T: Hard woods, ok
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NT: if you’re gonna spray privet your gonna kill everything else
HI: can you tell us about the application
Matt describes application. This is a hardwood stand. After clearing privet was first
thing to come back. Aerial application in February. Privet is an evergreen and the
hardwood was dormant. Cost was $200/acre. Time of year makes a difference in cost.
Matt: Yeah I will tell you about this treatment since we also discussed this earlier and the
question came up about aerial applications. This is a site we added into this study because
one of the privet being such a heavy infestation in a lot of these bottoms in these early
sites. When you clear cut and you have privet a high level of privet and you can see it up
here on this side especially. it’s the first thing to come back and it becomes a very
consistent part of that stand of wood as it moves in. this right here was an aerial
application of a ten qt. to the acre of accord xrt done at the same time February, this is un
treated back here and the privet; the level of privet becomes more and more as you drop
down in this direction but you can see the effects at this point you can see the effects
being just there’s lots of dead there’s lots of presence of the fact that the privet which was
ever green at the time of treatment all these hard woods were dormant as well as black
berry and things you can see blackberry and things out here that are showing that are
knocked back as well. But this is again accord glyphosate being the active ingredient
applied by air and this block right here was treated and this line right here kind of defines
the separation you can almost see a line of separation right through here where you see
dead standing privet and then live privet over there.

T: what about cost?
Matt: cost um this particular it’s also right around 200 dollars an acre and that’s probably
variable depending upon the size of treatment this was in February. a time when there are
not a lot of helicopters moving around the state um so even though this treatment if it was
done in June it would not have been as expensive the treatment is much more expensive
because its an isolated 40 acre treatment in this direction so I think that treatment cost is
variable depending on how much of this type of work is out there
HI: what do you think on the effectiveness of it based on how much they paid to have it
done? Do you think they got their money’s worth?
When asked about effectiveness, landowners knew to ask what the objective was.
Objective was to control the privet and release the natural hardwood.
T: what the main objective here?
Matt: the main objective is to control and suppress Chinese privet
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T: and what kind of trees
Matt: hardwoods
T: planted hardwoods?
Matt: no natural copus regeneration
NT: I see sweet gum and poplar that’s the hardwood you’re talking about
Matt: yep your crop sycamore, poplar, sweetgum, so yeah this is the bottomland hw
component right here maple, sweetgum, some oak, willow but privet you know is a
significant component in the bottom here as well
NT: and this was forty acres?
Matt: this treatment was forty acres going up the water way it was a blocked out forty
acre treatment

HI: nobody’s answering everybody’s asking questions... depending on how much it cost
how effective do you see it?
Landowners were not pressured into evaluating effectiveness without asking a series
questions. Good questions on background of what happened here.
NT: I guess if this is what you want I guess it was effective and worth the cost
HI: what are some negatives you see here? .... besides the blackberries
T: you have got a lot of everything else that is not desirable in my opinion
HI: your saying that it didn’t control it
T: well I mean that if you did that 40 acres and all of this is privet over here it’s not
gonna be very long before that privet is gonna be back over here is it
HI: so in your mind it’s not working
T: what are you really doing what the regeneration cycle of privet in the forty acres that
you sprayed I don’t know. My sense is it’s probably fairly fruitful given the way it
spreads
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Rate of spread was a major factor identified. Real question was how fast will it spread
back to this site?
NT: would you not want to go ahead just like he said and advance what you’re doing to
the next level and deal with some of these other issue in here rather than just work on
privet or because of the study was it just designed to deal with privet
HI: you wanna answer that
Matt: I think the idea that if privet was a major; privet as a major problem in a bottom
like this if you have hardwoods mixed hardwoods that would be suppressed in growth
they would gain a smaller portion of the canopy over time. privet was really the target
here now as kind of an interesting benefit from the timing of the treatment we saw that
just because those black berry brambles that you see over here this is very consistent
throughout is the blackberry brambles that are green sitting up there they were not left out
they were controlled as well by that glyphosate hitting them even in a dormant state as an
added benefit but I am not sure how to quantify it not sure if it’s worth it at this point I
am looking at the privet its knocked back you knocked back privet
Noticed blackberry control as an added benefit.
HI: He was interested mainly in this over here that’s not treated this over here is how
effective is it since this isn’t treated? how long is it gonna take for this to look like that?
Matt Discusses treatment method, dispersal of seeds, including birds.
Matt: Well the water is going this way which is one thing. but on an operational basis if
this was operational the idea is that this whole area would be treated but as far as how fast
the birds will disperse privet that’s a good question. one of the questions that came up
earlier we talked about privet and if you treat it how long before it reseeds back in and
comes in one of the strategies we are looking at with that is that privet has been found
that its seed life in the soil is about 2 years so that is why you are assuming retreatment
you have to assume you are going to retreat and spot treat and collectively do more than a
single treatment to control privet in a hw bottom but if you are treating in a time in the
season let’s say November you can actually time the treatment so that if the seed is not
mature yet; and this is a Larry Nelson study that he did he found that if you treated in mid
to late November the seed would not be viable so if you treated it at that point it means
that the following year you could treat any interseeding and by that following year your
seed bank would be diminished that you would not really have a seed bank left to keep on
springing from this control thing that’s not getting around the bird issue but the bird issue
is something that .... i don’t think any of this happened over night is kind of how i look at
it. Privet didn’t just move in overnight it took 20 years or 40 yrs for it to move in so
recognition that it’s a problem and if recognition is a problem if it’s treated when it’s a
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little problem it doesn’t become a big problem. but you know I think it can be addressed
with these types of methods.
Significant concern over how long before privet comes back. Will the treatment be
enough or are you talking about a series of treatments. Reoccurrence a big issue.

HI: As far as site demonstration goes... would you say this would be a good place to bring
people to show them how privet can be controlled? not controlled? if you were doing this
for a demonstration?
NT: The other site was way better it was more dramatic you could see it
Demonstration value was higher at original stop. You were in the privet. Here you see it
over a wide expanse. More dramatic when you are close up. This site would have been
better with a trail cut in (note that the cover was only slightly brushy). Landowners
preferred a good bush-hogged path. I think they saw “brush” as a distraction to seeing
the big picture.
NT: you need to cut a trail though whoever is gonna do the demonstration needs to cut a
walking trail
T: need a road
HI: you don’t mind the walking as long as you can actually see where you’re going?
Matt mentions this site has a simpler objective, just timber production.
Matt: the objectives on this site is something that I thought was interesting because its
very singular this is a its either gonna be a timber production value or a value to for your
next stand of trees but its probably not gonna have some of the wildlife recreational and a
lot of the additional values that you would have in an understory of hardwoods like we
had on LB Adams’ property where you had a this river that was impeded in all the big
thick brush now what if you got rid of it and you could access it and you could fish there
and you could hunt so this is a very singular purpose obviously you know its timber
production orientation of how do you get better hardwoods in the place
HI: is there some way you felt like you could have gotten the information about this site
in a different way other than just coming out here?
NT: I think the site would illustrate the aerial application because obviously you can fly
over this and spray everything out here and if in the winter time on only the privet is
green then it ought to be a very effective treatment of it . It’s rather expensive I guess to
fly something like this you know and um to treat it but it would be good
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Good site to illustrate aerial application. Actually this site was effective in terms of that.
This is an expensive process (aerial application) and need to see results.
HI:.... the other site we are talking the same ball park here right
Matt: you know it’s mainly due to economy of scale its due to the fact that there are no
helicopters spraying in the middle of winter time doing this kind of work. in the mid of
summer when you know you want to get your site prepared for tree planting for loblolly,
it’s real easy to find a helicopter and its very cost effective not cost effective but the price
is very low for that type of aerial application this is something where finding a helicopter
to do this actually was not easy
T: in terms of that, this site vs. the other site in terms of cost effective or economic return
you would actually have a better chance at economic returns on this site then you would
on the other site wouldn’t you? as far as economic returns
Matt: we don’t have that study but I think that as far as economic return from a timber
basis yes I would think that this would be focused on the economics of timber growing if
that’s your main objective this is the one that probably would provide returns
HI: opposed to the other site with the other treatments? that would make me want to pay
the money if you get more of a timber return
Discussion on effectiveness. Cost effectiveness discussed. Recognition of high cost of
aerial spraying. Landowners seemed to understand it was a cost/benefit tradeoff. Value
of demonstration was seeing results of something that was expensive.
T: another thing if it cost 200 dollars this time and you come back next year and spray is
that 200 more dollars or would it not be quite as expensive the second time?
Matt: aerial application it would tend to be probably the same
T: but over there
Matt: you could spot threat (responding to "over there" first site) you can’t spot treat
aerially that’s one of the issues
T: right
Matt: you not gonna get through twice as fast they are gonna spray it the same way so...
T: over there you were talking a total cost of what about 300 dollars an acre and 400 here
....economic ok
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HI: questions comments? complaints?
T: there is a lot of pine out here too
Matt: I thought it was kind of an example you see this really banged up stunted loblolly
right there in the middle of the trail it looks like its accepted some herbicide got a little
something something to it it’s not quite happy but there’s a lot of others
NT: you didn’t hurt those back there I see the spray must have been right in the middle
Matt: the treatment line is right in this area where it starts is in this area somewhere. now
glyphosate is used over the top of pine trees in late fall so glyphosate was a release
product at one point even though at much lower rates about one tenth of what we are
looking at here

T: using this as a demonstration site ah as opposed to say a um a visit to the site as
opposed to like a video of the site or something like that
HI: or a presentation in a nice ac room
T; I think an air conditioned room would be more affective ( laughter) of this sight
HI: of this sight. so not the last site
T: right
HI: ok
HI: you don’t like the sun
T: and the bugs and the briars and the mud
NT: when you get stickers on you
T: live one
Matt: you can see some dead right here. There’s a bunch dead right there and then you
have one and it could be a skip a break in the treatment.... you see live privet and the dead
privet
Matt: I was thinking like when we do another focus group with landowners we visit a
similar place as we did today but then also in the class room show them this application
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and then ask them their opinion of it based on what it looks like without having them
walk into this
Seemed to be good feeling about this as a demonstration site. But needed to be bushhogged with clean trails, need to be able to get closer, this might have worked as a video.
Combined with first site, good demonstration today.
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Transcript of Kershaw Co. focus group 9/12/08:

Cut and spray glyphosate 1st stop
HI: well the first thing we wanna know is what do you see? Describe what you see
NT: softwoods and privet
HI: what else do you see?
?: was it slaves
?: something about were the dams in the woods built by slaves?
NT: the river sometimes used to rise before that put in the Wateree plant it would flood
all the low lands
bla bla bla…
Katie: not a hundred percent sure….. talking about slaves bla bla
T: we got some in our swamps some were built by Irishmen
NT: I see dead privet down here and I see live privet over there that what I see
HI:.......awite!
?: lot of vines and the hardwoods getting old
NT: I see a lot of undergrowth....

HI: is this good is it positive or negative what do you think
T: some of it is good some of it is not desirable
Hi: what’s good and what’s bad
T: If it takes over,
HI: what
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T: what like the growth of the trees it pulls from of the trees and they don’t grow
HI: what takes over?
T: the growth of the tree like water and nutrients the tree needs to grow with if it pulls
heavily from it the tree will gradually die but if its good growth on it where it does not
actually take deep roots and starve a tee then it would be good and they could work
together
T: quality of the trees is not good for saw timber there are a few out there I see a pine out
there and a few others but most of this uh uh hackberry and some of that stuff doesn’t
appear to be good quality. not sure how it was reforested but Im assuming it was done
naturally

NT: from what I see I wouldn’t know if that privet hedge was dead or not until I make a
scrape on the bark
HI: how many of you think that this is dead or alive? 13 alive
HI: why do you think it is alive?
T: residual it will come back...... trees are alive
T: I am gonna say its dead
HI: by show of hands how many of you think the privet is dead? (didn’t understand
question) 13 dead

HI: would you consider this effective? do you think this an effective...
T: it appears to be an effective herbicide application if it was an herbicide application I
assume that is what it was
HI: If you had to take a guess as to what the treatment was, what would you say?
T: I wouldn’t have a clue
HI: anybody else what to try
NT: well l have had good luck spraying privet hedge in small areas with roundup in the
wintertime when their leaves are still on the tree I mean on the brush I don’t know what
you used the thing says Arsonal and a bunch of other things
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T: Glyphosate
HI: so by show of hands how many think that this is an effective control for privet? 14
HI: so if you had this problem would you use this method

T: what’s it cost? Yeah I would have to find out how much it cost
TS: now since they brought it up
Matt: this is the first treatment that we are gonna look at um and there’s several different
methods as well as products and things that we used that we are gonna look at um this
particular area what you will see is you see a lot of cut stumps so anything that was large
larger privet bushes this was all done in winter time so everything was kind of like it is
right now dormant except for the privet. The privet’s green, everything else is dormant
we cut the larger material and sprayed it with concentrated glyphosate about 50%
solution sprayed the stump and then foliar treated the rest. so this is not privet you will
see some sweetgums and things in here that were all dormant during the treatment but the
privet is the small privet all the small stuff was treated and the big stuff was cut and
sprayed by the stump so the area goes as we walk around this way you’re gonna see more
of the treatment area and it kind of goes up and around and you see a few missed privets
as well there were just a few out there that were missed by the treatment. As far as cost,
because it is involved with manual labor as well as chemicals this is probably this is the
most expensive kind of per acre per unit treatment. um probably in that range of you
know based on heavy infestations really thick infestations probably a couple hundred
dollars an acre. um to do this type of work in this type of scenario with really thick heavy
infestations of privet. That’s total cost total labor labor plus chemical plus everything for
a private contractor

T: it will come back from burning wont it
Matt: it doesn’t mind fire but in pine plantations where fire is a periodic tool it tends not
to be as much of a problem. but in areas like this where fire is not really as much of an
option in a hardwood stand a wet hw stand where fire, you have a hard time carrying fire
it becomes an issue of even having periodic fire in this stand and how could do it but
privet does not mind flooding and it doesn’t mind fire, neither are effective treatments
T: so if you were to burn it one time it’s gonna probably come back
Matt: yeah
T: yeah ok
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HI: did you give um a cost per acre
Matt: yeah I give it a cost per acre of probably upwards or a little over 200 dollars an acre
but let’s say you know these are all demonstrations they are probably 250 dollars an acres
and there will be some variation as we move up as far as cost
HI: alright, how many of you would do this for 250 dollars an acre on your own land as a
way to treat and control privet?
Matt: this was done one year ago we will look at things as the course of the day goes on 2
years after treatment two full growing seasons after treatment so you'll be able to at least
think about that and see what these look like 2 years after um but i would say what i am
seeing of privet treatment a good treatment does provide complete control of existing
stands but you do have the seeding aspect, seeding as well as other issues that need to be
contended with.
NT: that mist blower has got to be able to get over the crown of that plant is that right and
that’s why you cut the big ones.
Matt: that’s right um, this treatment as well the other treatments were done by mist
blowers so that the foliar treatment was done by mist blower blowing up and around it
reaches up very far so that complete coverage you do get very good coverage when you
are throwing it up and around these privet that’s very important to get get complete
coverage on privet is ultra important

T: human beings breathing the mist
Matt: we know a lot about this particular product which was done with glyposate which
was the active ingredient the product is glypostate which is also roundup formulation a
product used in roundup or accord um the ppe for mistblowers to wear a respirator if your
putting a mistblower out where it’s in a mist form so wearing glasses and a respiratior is
what we use for ppe but more than a dust mask but it’s not a respiration like a its just to
filter out any mist that’s out there. As far as the EPA it’s a very low toxicity product for
humans it doesn’t have, um has very low toxicity for birds, reptiles, humans, so it’s a
relatively non toxic product by EPA standards. so fairly low toxic.

NT: has there been any studies done on how much more growth you get or how much
more production you get out of the land that’s been treated vs. land that hasn’t been
treated
Matt: no um, not beyond just observation I don’t think there have been any growth and
yield studies done
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NT: not gonna spend two hundred dollars if there is no guarantee I am gonna get 200
dollars more out of it
Matt: from a timber aspect um I don’t know that you could say 200 dollar investment
today is worth this much this much 20yrs from now I don’t know if that ?

HI: which brings us to this point how many of you would pay that much 250 and acre to
do it? most no why not
NT: I think a lot would depend on how bad the situation you had, cuz real bad it might
pay off
HI: how bad would it have to be for you to pay personally 250 dollars an acer
NT: pretty bad
HI: on a scale from one to ten ten being bad
B: I had some hardwood timber for this past year and I done it for less than a hundred
dollars an acre but I had a lot of scrub hw in it in a pine stand
HI: was it effective
B: real effective it did really did
HI: for a hundred dollars an acre you go for it but for 250 you start pullin the brakes thats
what I hear

Matt: ..... here is a little about the specifics here and have like some of the ways that this
has being treated and this property and with Katie’s help we can talk about that a little bit
as well
T: I just had my woods sprayed and what we did we used a "?suds?"and I was just
wandering can you have an aerial spray on this thing here to control it or do you have to
come in
Matt: it’s harder um the focus groups we did we did some farther to the west um, where
we did a it was a clearcut on a bottomland area where privet was moving in to a
bottomland fresh it was cutover 3 or4 years in advance we did do an aerial application on
one site to look at the results and had landowners come evaluate that as well so it’s
possible that even on this site in the middle of winter yes it’s possible that you could do
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an aerial application with a high volume of water and pull it though to control privet
using aerial application that would be a possibility here um but there’s defiantly the
possibility
T; my next question is that this was been little bit how long it will keep it killed because
we can spray in timber and come out ok we have x number of years were u see no growth
or return well once it comes back
Matt: um as we look at it again we can look at the two years after treatment and that will
give you a better idea as time progresses what these sites look like at this site as we walk
down this road we will be able to look at stuff that was treated two years ago 2 full
growing seasons the stuff that was treated this time two years ago and you start to see at
least what that looks like. the expectations wise is that we would be looking for control
of the biomass that s out here and the root mass that s out here not just the top kill that
would be an objective would be to control the plants
HI: let me just reiterate is that it has to be some kind of guarantee to spend that much
money and how long that’s gonna last before you will even consider it. is that what i
hear. yeas no maybe ok so 250 a little too much for a gamble that you don’t know how
long it’s gonna last

T; what effect does it have on young saplings that might be comming up with this privet
Matt: the treatment is done in February. let’s see it was January February of last year so
at that time your box elder and your sweet gum and the oak saplings were dormant and
there was not effect so if you see these they grew this next year after treatment as well as
your oversotry so we’re not seeing any impacts or effects on these dormant hardwoods if
we were in here in the summer we would see it’s a complete canopy a complete shaded
area these trees are all healthy and then the advanced regeneration is coming.
NT: just like roundup you have to have contact
Matt: glyphosate is a non soil residual product it only works by contact with the leaves
T: Is there crop oil or something used with it?
Matt: 1% nonionic surfactant
NT: do you have to come back the second year and spray again because of the seeds this
stuff produces seeds like no bodies business
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Matt: um well look at some areas 2 years after treatment where there was no follow up,
but I would say that there is an expectation for mopup there is an expectation for followup and mop-up
HI: yall seem to think that privet is bad is that the general consensus? why? why do you
think that privet is bad?
NT: it’s an Invasive species bottom line
HI: so if it were from here it wouldn’t be bad
NT: probably not
HI: why
NT: because it would be a native species it belongs here
HI: awite
T: work with that it will eventually take over the land if it is not controlled right
HI: so you’re talking about losing your diversity
T: all that see something definite that oh it won’t do this if we work with it and control it
T: where it was clear cut and had the privet come back and it pretty much taken over
some tracks. so I think in a clearcut situation it may be worth it the 200 dollars to be able
to get the stand back to plant
T: the fellow next door here cut and did not replant didn’t do anything he has got nothing
but a privet stand now nothing but privet in there
HI: does he seem to be happy with that?
T: hasn’t done anything about it........hahaha
T: an option to come in and treat ...
T: the most economical way to get rid of the privet hedge is to get some goats and put in
here cuz they feed on it and they love it and they will eat it year round
HI: then what do you do with all your goats
T: the latinos buy um and pay good price for um
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T: one of the criteria you asked about cost and so forth there is another cost on the
environment. you have a river running right by here if your aerial spraying, um so i have
a concern about that long term for my grandchildren and others what is gonna be the
residual impact. you say the government studies show that there is low toxicity but we
also know a lot about government studies and how much reliance we put on that so that
would be one factor that I would be vary concerned with if I were gonna apply it on my
land.
NT: I have a lot of observations if your clearcutting this area and your subject to the
floodplain coming out occasionally and your gonna bring in a bunch of seed of privets
and um however and I think that makes it difficult to guarantee that this is gonna work
see now then if i am up on the uphill where I don’t have flood plains and its clear cutted I
think that that if there is a problem then it would still be effective to do what you’re
talking about.
HI: The price? or to control privet
NT: I think the price would probably be effective from the standpoint of when you
reforest the area
HI: ?? investment?
NT: not in this flood plain
NT: for our property we have some creek swamp and some bottomland where there is a
lot of privet but there is such a big overstory grown up and on uplands we have very little
problem with it.
HI: expand on how come overstory helps
NT: shade shade it out, it gets real leggy doesn’t produce as much seed either as that stuff
you know in the open

HI: would you treat near the river?
NT: Oh, I wouldn’t treat down there we don’t touch that down there that’s sacred land
down there but then like I said on the uplands we have very little problem with it and I
pretty much just attack it by hand cut it and paint it with roundup
HI: how many of you can look at this and give me an example of what you think the
management objective is here
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T: only thing I can see is give the hardwoods more opportunity to grow that the only
advantage I see unless I am missing something here
T: it’s not a good stand of hardwoods
NT: From a timber point of view what you got is a lot of hardwood pulp in there which of
course brings a good price now but as far as what Jamie was saying with sawtimber there
is just very little saw timber in there.
NT: future of the hw timber there is real low the future for that hw there now there is
areas I seen good hw coming in but this area here is not good hw
HI: if you don’t think it's timber (the objective) than what do you think it is.... wildlife?

NT: that’s a question I was gonna ask because all I say they can look at is what’s good
for wildlife get there and work and you don’t have no problems because nobody tell ya
what to do
HI: wildlife means goats right
NT: right and pigs... I know there’s wild hogs and all in here
NT: besides privet
NT: probably some wild hogs running around in here
NT: no mast in there um probably some maple mast that the turkeys will eat a little bit
but no acorns in that and no browse underneath other than privet for the deer yeah. oh
yeah it has a purple berry that every bird in the world will eat I’ve found it in bob white
and everything else
HI: So what’s your verdict what’s the objective we have eliminated it can’t be timber
can’t be wildlife what do you think it is
NT: I would cut it and go again with it yeah
HI: no idea
NT: that’s the question
HI: why would you spray (anyway?)
NT: why would you spray this?
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HI: why would you spray this?
NT: that’s what I’m asking
HI: you tell me then I will tell you my answer
NT: the only thing I can see is uh hu take out the competition so the timber can grow cuz
what their saying is that it’s an advantage for the wildlife, privet is I don’t know I just...
it’s got wildlife
HI: do you consider privet an advantage for wildlife on your land
NT: it depends upon the location. here I would say yes wouldn’t you
T: birds eat the seeds
NT: birds eat the seeds and deer will browse the leaves but you know there’s a lot of stuff
they eat we are talking about deer and they will eat about anything.
T: I think it’s a non factor I think as far as restricting the growth of the timber, I mean I'm
not a forester but you know I've been following, you know timberland like this for forty
years and I just don’t think it’s gonna be a factor in your timber growth so I don’t know
why you would spray it here. I'm here to find out I don’t know
Matt: we will pull more of it out when we look at the other treatments too
T: So what it does provide is it provides cover
NT: so that’s an advantage
T: the privet provides cover for wildlife
NT: so it’s an advantage?
T: yeah
HI: but I thought you hated privet, so do think privet's good or bad
NT: I think if it’s like this, there’s so much it is, on my property it’s not that way but I
don’t cut my property so I don’t have the privet problem they have up here
HI: so it depends on the level of infestation as to whether you call it good or bad?
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T: if it was maybe prior to a major timber sale or something or you were figuring on
cutting it before long it may be good to go ahead and get it under control now or try to
put it under control
HI: you say that but is it cheaper to do it after its cut or before ????? before clearcutt or
after
HI: about the same
HI: so if
NT: and the skidders come in and whatnot its definitely gonna blossom up and bloom
then and
HI: ??? trace it back to your gonna treat it before given the price you think
NT: maybe there may be the opportunity to control it then
HI: alright you want to know what this ??? is here

TS: Let me ask one more question, Yall said it kind of jokingly but I'm curious 250
obviously is pretty expensive and yall said it was pretty effective too though, and I'm a
forest economist actually so I know what externalities are externalities me you do
something or don’t do something and everybody else benefits or doesn’t benefit. and out
of fairness i am just saying for example if I don’t treat this my neighbors have a problem
and if I do I am helping everybody therefore I don’t think I ought to, I'm just asking you,
I don’t think I ought to do this without cost share. You guys joked about it but, do most
of you feel that way that the government ought to chip in because your really helping
more than yourself is that a... you joked about it to start with but how big an issue is cost
share?
T: their helpin CitiBank..haha they helpin CitiBank
TS: do most of you feel like there ought to be cost share out of fairness or whatever
HI: if cost share were involved would you be more apt to do it for 250 an acre
NT: No
T: probably, it’s something to look at
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HI: so that puts you a little bit on a side of maybe as opposed to just no (she is talking
about doing the herb treatment)
T: yeah
HI: ok
Me: why did you say NO?
NT: to which question
Me: to the cost-share
NT: I just don’t think that the government needs to be doing that right now you know
they’re in a hell of a mess and it’s your own property and I can see your point but the
bottom line is its your property you know and you’re the one who’s really going to
benefit from it.
HI: so how many with a show of hands would do this with cost-share...... 5yeses and one
maybe
T: ??? don’t think they should be helping us now with the situation the economy is in
?: why not ask the question who would do it without cost-share?
HI: well I have already asked that question you flat out told me no
TS: how many people that that cost share, if you’re making your decision and ignoring
your political feelings, and I mean you’re making it and the government was going to
50% cost-share and it cost 250 dollars how many of you would probably do it with costshare but probably wouldn’t without cost share?... get a show of hands for that
HI: 8 alrighty you gonna walk us up the street

NT: are you gonna answer the question why was this sprayed here?
HI: oh I thought I answered that
NT: no
HI: habitat improvement trying to restore that
Matt: the objective I think if you look at this and we can talk about objectives as we look
at all the treatments where were trying to find ways number one you have wildlife
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objectives and we will be able to look at two years after treatment how much more
sunlight and what... Katie what are your primary wildlife?
Katie: game/ non game, songbirds, deer, turkeys not strictly game or not strictly non
game so
NT: so you’re thinking that by eliminating this it would improve this?
Katie: it provides cover it provides seeds for birds but it also you know fades out the
other positive or more beneficial vegetation types so..
Matt: Research studies have shown that.. um let’s move on to our second plot and we will
look at it and we can talk about that this might even give you a better idea......... The
Research if you look at privet research as to what it does if biological diversity is
important its very obvious that it shades out and removes all diversity from a site the
understory is removed um there are some animals that benefit from a mid-story of privet
a pure midstroy of privet but overall because the sunlight is blocked from the forest floor,
you lose your grasses your forbs as well as any ingrowth, additional regeneration of
hardwwoods, those things are all depleted very much so as far a health of a forest privet
is going to be a significant problem in the eastern US as a remover of forest benefits a
wildlife, aesthetic, and from biological diversity, and possibly timber but that study
hasn’t been done growth and yield with and without privet has not been done so as far as
lit review or kind of all the different studies going on i think that what they have seen so
far. and there’s a lot of folks very concerned with the plant from a regional basis so this
is... heather if you want to look at plot two

Control 2nd stop
HI: what do you see?
Me: most people say a lot of privet
T: we have been told that this is Chinese privet are there other species of privet we should
be concerned with
HI: there are different species of privet now as far as what is considered invasive here
Chinese privet is the number one you would have to do a taxonomic study out here and
you would have to have a botanist out here
Matt: sinense, Ligustrum sinense is a major problem in the piedmont area and also it’s a
big problem in the coastal plain and the mountains. in the coastal plain you also have a
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lot of Japanese privet and glossy privet but when you see this plant it tends to be a single
species its a Chinese privet Ligustrum sinense its uh kind of a single species when you
see these small little leaflets alternate leaves that what you’re seeing
T: The harmful factors on that, would it apply to the other species as well? or are we
speaking just purely about the Chinese privet is what we are talking about
Matt: Generally.... have the same negative and destructive effects so evergreen shade
midstory and also very aggressive from seeds moving through water and wildlife moving
through with birds and with water the other privets are also showing up a very big
problem

HI: is this good or bad? what you see
T: did this spot (first treatment) look like this (control) before treatment
Matt: yes sir
T: ok just that thick
Matt: the density of the privet as we walk us in all these plots was really about the same
T: walking though that with a back pack wouldn’t be an easy chore would it?
HI: now do you think it’s worth 250 dollars an acre
NT: I say it depends on whether you got the money and whether you want wildlife or not
HI: do you think this is good or bad?
NT: I think it’s bad first of all, if I had the money I probably wouldn’t mind clearing it up
for wildlife but um from an economic stand point you have got to have some money
coming in to pay for it that’s why I would not say that it’s good to try to get rid of all of it
try to get rid of it under these conditions these soil conditions, this is floodplain
conditions. now if it was out there on the hill somewhere I might consider doing that but
you got a problem here every time that Wateree river floods I don’t care your gonna have
a mass production of privet hedge seeds coming in and its gonna take off
HI: so no matter how much money you spend it’s not gonna fix the problem in you eyes
NT: in my experience as I have observed and I am 83 years old
HI: so what do you think is this good or bad
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Both: well I don’t believe it would be worth 250 I don’t think you would ever get that
much return from it even half that now if you have a beautiful stand of hardwoods but not
in this type here... there was some beautiful hardwoods coming in in an area like that now
I would consider it more than an area like this
HI: so if the timber is more valuable, then it’s worth treatment
B: yeah well your timber value i mean if you got good timber its valuable you know and
it’s taking a lot of plant food and moisture from the timber it would take a lot of the
moisture and plant food from it but if it’s a good stand of beautiful hardwoods I would
come near to considering it
HI: alright, how many of you think this is effective control for privet
B: no ant nothing been done to it nature that put it there
Me: can’t hear anything
Me: answer head count everybody said not effective
NT: did you put a treatment out there... I don’t think you did and if you did it sure didn’t
do any good
NT: but
Matt: this is an area where nothing was done the density of privet is consistent with the
treatment areas we look at so this is what you get if nothing was done... there is
variability as we walk up with some of the other treatments to but its vary different
Me: can’t hear
HI: now that you see how bad the infestation is... if you were given the chance to do cost
share, would you take that opportunity to treat?
HI: no, no, shaking no.. looking at the level of infestation if you were given the
opportunity for cost share would you treat as opposed to not treating without cost share?
no, you don’t think you should treat this? why not?

T: what do you get out of it the benefits?
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HI: ok you mentioned earlier about the sink and how the privet takes away from all the
nutrients and everything that creates a good hardwood stand so you wouldn’t invest to get
rid of the privet so you could grow better hardwoods?
T: your about to make me say maybe getting closer
HI: and if there were cost share would that be a deciding factor
T: maybe more than maybe
HI: more than maybe possibly
TS: we don’t want to put words in their mouth have them answer the question there are a
lot of timber oriented people... If that was a beautiful stand of hardwood sawtimber then
would they do it? That’s the answer the answer would be yes
T: that makes a big difference yes
T:what bothers me is once we get started planting something down then it starts
spreading like if we have that water flow come down its gone to bother my neighbor
down the road or up the road and all the cost sharing we have is done been used up.
Someone has got to step back in and all this stuff cleared up and get it stopped and once it
you have it in segments of your land and you don’t want it on other parts and it gets there
then we have a problem with what were dealing with the stuff we got planted on that
parcel and I think it would be beneficial to do that
HI: so you’re worried about long term effectiveness?
T: long term effectiveness down the road
HI: you don’t think that this is a long-term effective control? because of the seeds?
T: it will spread into your other property
HI: because of the flood plain
T: well I..
HI: be specific here because of the flood plain or reproduction
T:.... there to it but what I’m talking about is the seeds from any other if you take it and it
grows seeds and it grows up on this other part and it drops those seed in there and it
comes up and you got that problem up there
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HI: so you don’t wanna have to pay 250 twice?
T: that’s right

Matt: well thats not true, I’m not an applicator the idea that over time if you had a
program to control it you know it would have to be a professional that said what that
guarantee was. What they treat they are gonna kill and or control and what might
regenerate underneath or come in a few years later, how is that dealt with, so it just
demands you know and have that arrangement
HI:??????? you know the proposal? of reproduction how you should treat between
Matt: the seeds of privet are expected to be um viable in the soil for about two years so
the idea is that if you treat seeds before it goes viable let’s say this year by next year
whatever’s going to be coming up and regenerating, if you treat it by that fall of the year
you are pretty much done with your seed. So you have two years worth of treatments
now that allows you to get to the bottom of the seed bank. and then you have flooding
events and birds that might bring in additional seed over time and that’s always gonna be
an issue there not gonnna drop it all over and you know blanket it everywhere but you are
gonna get occurrences based on new introduction so the seed bank is a big issue
T: One question you brought to my mind, that the fact that a lot of us are fighting it today
is called nut grass because it was brought in and those seeds have traveled all over the
state and its very hard to control now what I was thinking about whenever these seeds get
going were gonna have that same problem as what were having with what we are calling
nut grass
Matt: privet is found in twenty percent I believe of all the forest land in the southeastern
US this plant is found in twenty percent of all the forest land and its all happened and
that’s has doubled in the last 20 years the occurrence of it have doubled. So the
expectation is that this problem is becoming a huge problem and it’s become a huge
problem very quick even though it’s been here since the eighteen hundreds it’s now going
into that exponential growth stage where whole watersheds are being affected by it and
the Wateree being a very significant
NT woman: so mostly if you treat this now because its getting to be such a big problem
then in the long term then we may can get an edge on it and prevent it from increasing
more if you could stop it here then it might have an effect on stopping it somewhere else
Matt: the watershed basis you could look at areas that if land owners had the intentions to
take it out of certain watersheds then I think that it could be controlled but it is something
that is kinda with us its probably with us for good its just how much of our forest is
dominated by this plant probably at this point
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NTw: if they did it and nobody else then it doesn’t matter it’s gonna stay over here and
it’s gonna come back
Matt: right , you push it back and it would recover if you had areas that were not treated
you would have to have participation at a level across property boundaries landowner
participation
HI: this gets back into the concern that you were raising, if you spend all your money on
your cost share and you treat it and your neighbor down the road doesn’t then your
essentially messing up everything that you have done
T: it’s like having fire ants in your yard if your neighbor doesn’t treat it they are gonna
keep coming back

HI: so it’s not worth it to you to do that with the cost share or without the cost share
T: they need ....???? probably fifteen or twenty years of cost share
HI: good luck with that any questions ext..

Metsulfuron spray-only 3rd stop
HI: tell us what you see here
T: I see the same stuff………… I’ve seen yet anywhere, all....towards the river,
....yeah, its much taller than I had seen
Matt: There’s probably a quarter acre or so ?????? here…there coming back ??? um a
hundred or so feet from here back, so this is a treatment block………..down there that the
end of the treatment block
HI: okay
HI: this second treatment for privet…?? Different from the first site
T: It looks like you've done more, I mean in other words on that other site right there, it
doesn't look like he went back too far
HI:?……………
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T: Other than this looks better because you've gone back further it looks to me
NT: real effective it looks good it’s done a good job there…….
NT: It looks great, yeah and your gonna have, you know your gonna have regeneration of
lot of your native plants in here because sunlight can get in there now

HI: What do yall think about the hardwoods here
T: better, there are bigger ones but that’s because of some of the species that are here
HI: not bad but not big yet?
NT w: Do you wait long enough I mean between the treatment a year or two's not gonna
make that big of a difference to get bigger trees it takes a while
HI: So you don't, you don't think this is as effective based on tree size?
NT w: not in two years
HI: how about three years
HI: one year?
Matt: uhm....this is done at the same time
HI: okay
Matt: so you need treatments. Do you want to ask more questions? or do you want me to
talk a little more about the treatments?
HI: okay
HI: How many of you, if this was your results, would treat...is this still 250 an acre?
Matt: Less, um it’s the treatments that was done at the same time in dormant season, with
mistblowers, backpacks, no mechanical disturbance, no cutting, no squirting stumps just
pure treatment by foliar so the cost is lower, but it might be 20% lower than the one we
talked about before maybe 30% lower so that the cost might be in a range of $200 an acre
to be able to work this type of an area out with the ground crew uhm but this just around
the same time middle of the winter with a product called Escort herbicide and
metsulfuron is the active ingredient that was used at one ounce of the acre which the
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surfactant so one ounce of product in the acre than applies a low volume and they work
their way through there and that’s kind of what you see one year after treatments.
HI: 200 an acre based on the timber that you see here, would you pay for this
effectiveness
T: No, I wouldn't
HI: why
T: Because the timber is not worth it
HI: because the timber is not worth it, okay you had a beautiful stand of timber here
T: pretty timber I would consider it, yeah
HI: okay….??
HI: You were saying no you wouldn’t treat
NT: yeah I don’t know
HI: why wouldn't you treat timber?
NT: it depends on the stand timber like he’s saying and how much and how thick the
privet was in there. I think they did a great job here.....very effective but once again you
didn't have a real good stand of timber that you’re dealing with
HI: Biologically effective that you don’t consider it cost effective?
NT: The biological perspective, yeah very much so.
NT: straight gibberish about timber quality probably
NT: how many saw logs are in there? (probably talking to previous guy)
NT: more country gibberish crooked!
HI: anything you see about this that is not effective or that you don’t like
NT: Real effective yeah
HI: no negative?
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Me: no negative

Glyphosate spray only 4th stop
HI: is it effective?
NT: there’s some coming back in there
HI: is that the first time you've seen them come back...so far....so does that change your
view of effective?
NT: a little bit, but there’s not a whole lot of coming back
HI: okay
NT:...somewhat effective
Girl: elaborate on effective
NT: it’s somewhat effective, it got 90 % probably 95 %
HI: Good job then if its 90%?
NT: yeah, I guess
HI: you guess?
NT: you have to come back and do something to it in another couple of years anyway
right
T: but you would need all of it in a few years if you don't do something else, it would be
back in.....I don’t
HI: so I kind of get what you’re saying that it’s not a really as effective as the other sites
that you’ve seen.
T: no
HI: okay, would you agree with that or disagree?
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T: it appears that they either missed some or what the chemical they used is not as
effective, maybe they changed the chemical I don’t know
HI: okay
NT: I’m a farmer but yeah look like to me you got more grass coming in this area, winter
grass, or whatever that is
HI: what was the cost per acre here?
Matt: This the last treatment we looked at this treatment are very similar. This was no
mechanical but just straight glyphosate for the active ingredient in roundup, uhm Accord
XRT was the brand that was used, so this was no mechanical just treatment with mist
blowers, but no additional mechanical work probably also with the chemical costs, it’s
about the same. These treatments that we just looked at, the escort treatments that we just
looked at as well as this are about the same
HI: how many years ago was this?
Matt: this was done one year after treatment as well, so the last treatment al the ones we
looked at so far are all the same, one year after
HI: so all the treatments are the same, there all one year after, but I hear from most of you
don't think that this one is as effective for the control of privet. Is that the general
consensus? yes or no
Me: most yes
HI: okay and way do you think that… will give you...I mean
NT: a little bit of privet here v.s.
HI: you see some privet growing?
NT: yup
HI: that’s the number one reason...... is there any other reason

NT: but the root system on this pivet does it have a tendancy to go out and multiply and
others or create another plant or what?
Matt: it’s not it’s a prolific it’s got a big root system, small saplings can be pulled out of
the ground. You can take a smaller sapling like one of these and you can sometimes pull
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them right out of the ground, they’re not too deep rooted. I don’t think they do some
roots suckering they sucker from the roots but for the most part I think they are spreading
by seeds, so unlike some plants where I think like Chinabeery and others where it’s all
the same plant, its one big stand of the same plant, these are really probably and most
likely individual plants which coming from seeds, maybe from one mother tree that was
putting out seeds and spreading it, but some roots suckering I believe but that’s not the
way it tends to spread
NT: it looks like some of it is coming back on ones that were treated, there’s some a little
bit of green sprouts coming up on some in there I noticed.

HI: okay, what do yall think of the hardwoods in the stand, getting any better quality yet?
Me: most no
?: you aint far enough away
HI: not far enough away? Okay. If you could treat with cost-share would you used this
treatment with cost-share
NTw: not head shake
HI: Why not?
NTw: I wouldn’t do it with cost-share anyway
HI: why, because you just don’t like cost-share or?
NTw: we want the government to do everything, and then we don't want the government
to do everything and then we oh I need the government to help me over here and im just,
im kind of doing your on stuff.
HI: be more independent.
HI: you guys don't seem to like this place as much your giving it like a C or D you know,
last site you were like ooooooooo great
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Glyphosate spray-only (2 years after) 5th stop
HI: ok what do you see
NT: yeah its taking out it seems to have taken out all the privet
NT: it looks good
HI: like what you see
ME: most "yes"
HI: why because there is no privet or because you like what you see
NT: I like what I see its pretty astatically yeah, open open cuz you got some nice trees
and it open yeah
HI: wait wait say it again
NT: you’ve got nice trees
HI: we’ve got nice trees now we have achieved nice trees
NT: nice trees yeah
T: a lot better
HI: so since we have achieved a decent stand I once again ask you
NT: would I?

HI: would you for 100 dollars an acre treat this stand?
NT: yeah yes
HI:1
NT: considering how bad the privet is behind there yeah
HI: who else 1, for a hundred dollars an acre 2,3 awite what if it were two hundred
dollars an acre
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NT: umm, I would have to ask momma
HI: if it were 200 dollars an acre with cost share?
NT: yeah and once again I am opposed to cost share but yeah
HI: and you’re opposed to cost share because?
NT: just because of the political situation right now
HI: alright so we got 80% that would do this for 100 dollars an acre
HI: and we got only one maybe two that would maybe do it with cost share if it was 200
dollars an acre and this is what you guys consider a decent hardwood stand worth the
investment
NT: its better it’s still not great trees
T; how expensive is this gonnna be though with all that privet out there and this open
land here in two or three years if you don’t treat it again or threat that out there its gonna
come back just like it was
NT: yeah

HI: I think we have pretty much established that it’s a cyclical thing and that...
T: now all the winds got to do is blow some seed in and your back to wasted your money
is what I am saying
Matt: maybe you should term it as if you had a hundred acres a hundred acres of this
treatment meaning you weren’t just leaving
T; ok
HI: so the interesting this about this, is how long has this been treated
Matt: this site is also treated with glyphosate but this is 2 years after treatment so this was
treated in 2006 this time so well January 2006 so it’s had two full growing seasons, two
years after treatment again the same mistblower type treatment that we were looking at
back there this has just matured meaning that its been sitting for longer um as far as
evidence of that grasses in the understory more herbatious regrowth more sunlight its had
a little more time to kind of mature as far as the privet has not been here for two years.
treated this once one time
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NT: are you getting much new growth in there from seeding
Matt: there has been no retreatment no privet pulling no pulling of seedlings um on the
road side you can see a few remnants of a few little seeds that dropped right along the
ditch, um there you go there one coming but not a lot not a lot of regrowth
HI: a lot of questions have been well how long ago did they treat how long is it gonna be
good for what’s my guarantee you have seen one year and now you have seen two years
does this change your perspective makes it better makes it worse tell me what you’re
thinking

NT: better after seeing the two year treatment you know you do have ah some carryover
it’s done the job I would say
HI: so you think that it’s more of an opportunity to grow better timber if you control for
privet yes or no
NT: yeah defiantly
HI: so it’s just a margin of how much return you get... who else...... the last site we went
to was one year you guys didn’t like and you didn’t think it was effective because you
saw sprouts this is done the same way and it’s been two years and you think this is an a
plus, why?
T: Invite me back next year and let’s look at that one and see if it’s grown back because I
think it will be, yeah I think it will be

NT: now that’s probably a case where they just didn’t spray those ones back there I think
they just missed spraying them
HI: you think that was operator error?
NT: there was one little couple of them in there where they appeared to be were they
knocked em back but they were coming back and....I don’t know
HI: ok so you think defiantly biologically effective we’ve got hands down on that does
this help give you a perspective of how long it would last
T: two years
HI: did that change for the management objective to use as a silvicutrual practice
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NT: you’re talking about a thirty or forty year rotation on the trees
HI: so you guys like what you see here is there anything you don’t like about it other than
the privet in the back that we didn’t treat
HI: would you treat this stand of timber
NT: I would think seriously about it yes
HI: before you were mentioning that it would not be worth it, but here it would be worth
it
NT: better trees, and you got your smaller trees that may grow out
HI: we looked at three different three review which three we looked at?
Matt: we looked at cutting where glyphosate would be used plus cutting the large ones
and painting the stumps
HI: that was the very first site
Matt: we looked at escort and then we which was foliar treatment just with escort and
then we looked at just just glyphosate as a treatment and this is just an expansion of that
this is two years after treatment uh, with the same glyphosate treatment
HI: which treatment do you think is most effective?
T: well he said that the third one was glyphosate and this was and I don’t think they
compare in the quality of what you have done I know they’re a year apart a year
difference
Matt: quality looks like performance of treatments was better
T: it looks better here in two years than it looks there in one year so I don’t know what
the problem was there may have been a problem I don’t know
NT: you know one reason for that might be you know that a lot of the dead stuff has
fallen down now where you don’t have that mass of it in there too and you know that
makes this look so much better
HI: as opposed to a cut and spray
T: if you showed me that one and said I recommend this and here it is in one year i would
say that wasn’t effective because you got too much regrowth back there I thought
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HI: ok what about back at the first site
T: the first one was fine and that’s why I say I would probably lean more towards that
until I seen this which is the same treatment you did over on the one that was growing
back and this is more effective so there is some variable in there that that that’s playing in
this one and isn’t playing in that one I guess it looks like to me

T: the recreational aspects if you had part of that on your land then I think it’s the cut and
spray as opposed to just spray as far as my purposes
HI; because you going to actually go out and play in your land
T: probably yeah maybe the ascetics you know

NT: this would be cheaper than your first plot of course you know I think you would
have to look at this
HI: the difference in the treatments is a hundred and fifty dollars now you say all of
Matt: 50 50
HI: 50 dollars ok so all of the effectiveness seems to be straight across the board for
treatment so your deciding factor is that gonna be your cost is that what i am hearing
T: yeah
HI: and that’s based on quality of the wood ok right
NT: yeah
HI: am I putting words in your mouth
NT: no that’s right that’s right
HI: and that you don’t like cost share.... even if it would help you treat
NT same guy: I like cost share I’m not opposed it just doesn’t seem to be the right time
for it as far as the government is concerned you know I think you take care of yourself

Matt:????? all this as it relates to energy????
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T: Matt, does it make any difference what the weather condition is when you’re spraying
this do you have to have certain dry conditions or what
Matt: when I treat privet in the winter time you like to look at above freezing
temperatures at least during the day you don’t like it to be extremely cold because these
plants do need to metabolize this herbicide they need to carry it down into their roots.
Privet always does its thing because its evergreen but it works very very slow so in the
winter time we treat roundup you know you put roundup on a plant in the summer you
can see it within ten days or so this can take some time take a month and a halve to even
see it because the plant is moving so slow but it is effective we look for of course no rain
a good dry day with at least a couple of hours of rainfastness where no rains gonna come
down look for temperatures I usually think about in the forties and over you know we
don’t want it to be freezing getting into really cold freezes at night and that’s about it.
Drought wise I don’t really haven’t thought about that usually because the winter usually
carries enough water where you don’t think about drought droughtyness summertime
treatments with forestry herbicides we think a lot about that about drought and the effect
of drought on the effect on you know some of these both residual pellet products as well
as foliar products
HI: you guys have any more questions for matt? free range
Matt: this is .... these treatments were done of course we I started working out here with
Katie three years ago where we did first did two years ago we put installed some plots
and looked at them we liked the looks of them being these came back the next year with
this Clemson study and they actually offered cost share to do fifty acres worth of work on
the site basically in return for setting up a focus group a landowner focus group and we
did that with three separate landowners across the state this year they now have also
received it is WHIP funding for larger operation treatments of privet across the whole
property as well as kudzu treatments um on the kudzu sites as well as native warm season
grass work on a lot of their open areas and so tilling drilling native warm season grasses
and doing work like that and so um just to mention NRCS as well as USFWS a lot of
those agencies that provide cost share are thinking about privet. so the agency people
think about it a lot and they think about how they can control it within important
watersheds you know what happens here affects public, a lot of significant public
resources. Water, places like the Congeree national park or other things that spread to
another zone and then also the idea that if a watershed was to control privet and
landowners all wanted to control it in an area it could be possible to make an impact. It’s
always gonna be here it’s in all of our cities its grown up in all sorts of places but NRCS
has put a lot of money towards it this year..........come back and fill in the rest of Matt’s
stuff..............

NT: I have one question for you what site do you like best?
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Matt: the 2 years after treatment again the grasses are coming back really strong so two
years worth of sunlight has kind of given this thing the aesthetic look. I think the families,
as we did these treatments and Katie would show the family members what was being
done the ascetics is a very very big issue and knowing that not only can they have
wildlife but can they see wildlife can they gain access to wildlife ....................... ext.
viewablity prettier the control was on the Wateree river heated discussion potentially do
something to the water....... a lot of reasons the privet shouldn’t be there
HI: any other questions

HI: I want to change gears a little bit and ask you what you thought about this as a
demonstration as a landowner if we were to bring you out here to show you what was
done like we have done today is this a positive way to demonstrate negative way?
Me: most positive
HI: you like actually walking the land with the people who actually know what they are
talking about and
NT: I guess I would have liked to see the cut and spray that first method a two year plot
of that one vs. this one
HI: ok how bout did you walk too much was it too far
T: no
Me: most no
NT: good ... yall did a great job
TS: well I am just curious because what happened with the first focus group was this
wasn’t a demonstration you all have been to a lot of workshops and demonstrations and
this is a focus group and most of you have probably never been at least in the woods in a
focus group, right. and the first group came back and said one of the best demonstrations
we ever been on and the point was you weren’t on a demonstration although you were at
the same time we told you the answers and we were surprised to have the land owners
describe the last time as a demonstration. it was it certainly was a demonstration it
wasn’t intended to be it was just a secondary value. but compared to a real standard
demonstration workshop you have all been on was this maybe more effective by first
asking the questions and and then taking you through or...
NT:I really like the way yall did it yeah
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TS: we didn’t intend it that way but it turned out to be..
NT: it turned out very well yeah
T: yeah
HI: is there a better way you could have gotten this information
ME: most no
NT: ask matt after he has had to transcribe this and then see
NT: Tom we have this kind of soil we have upland sandhills our farms are upland
sandhills we don’t have any privet up there but we do have briars all over the place so I
am saying we would appreciate a focus group on briars
Matt: green briar or blackberry
NT: both

T: I know you answered a question earlier but what would a controlled burn through here
every five or six years due to privet
Matt: to do a prescribed burn you would smolder a fire through here will all these leave I
don’t you know maybe with a little more grass you could probably carry a fire the
problem is you get into a privet stand and all the ground vegetation stops so there is
nothing really to burn there is not much fuel and there is certainly no fine fuel like your
grasses
NT: in pine plantations it’s very effective against privet it will come back up but you
really knock it back
Matt: pine stands in the flood plain................ get the rest later pine management and
silviculture takes care of privet herbicide and fire
T: if you cut a hardwood tract near the river clearcut it and spray it prior to reforesting, is
that effective enough to where there is no more privet unless the water brings it in?
basically or I mean
Matt: reforesting in pines?
T: no just you cut it clear cut it and you are gonna let it come back natural but you spray
for the privet after the cutting but prior to it starting to grow back up
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Matt: we did one one of the focus group sites was on the Edisto river and was that kind of
site been sitting for maybe four years... (matt’s worthy treatment speech doesn’t happen
overnight)
NT: seems like that would be a very good way to do it after harvest
Matt: helicopter availability stuff cost ground and air cost about the same
TS: thank yous
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Appendix F
Sorted and Organized Data Analysis Tables
Table F:1: Code frequency and description used for analysis
Codes

Coded themes and what they mean

1& 2 economic timber quality and growth and yield
3
economic cost-share assistance
3.1 positive cost-share statements
3.2 negative cost-share statements
3.3 other cost-share statement
4
economic retreatment concerns
4.1 guarantees from applicators
4.2 other retreatment statements
5
economic concerns about neighboring property
6
economic statements based on cost alone (lowest cost)
7
economic statements based on how badly infested an area is
8
economic clearcut and reforestation reasoning
9
biologically not effective
10
biologically effective (good kill)
11
biological species issues (Chinese vs. other privets)
12
biological regrowth concerns
12.1 seeds
12.2 water and flooding
12.3 spread from roots and sprouts
12.4 other regrowth concerns
13
nutrients and water use taking away from timber
14
biological selectivity of chemicals
15
biological clearcuting and regeneration concerns
16
environmental impact on water
17
environmental impact of weather
18
environmental impact of invasiveness
19
field focus group concerning demonstration value
20
other field focus group critique
21
social and recreational aspect of forest aesthetics
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Frequency
Tmber Non-Timber Total
10
17
27
13
2
1
3
2
7
9
1
1
12
2
3
5
5
2
7
1
1
7
3
10
3
3
4
3
7
7
12
19
4
14
18
3
3
6
21
3
3
6
2
3
5
2
2
5
3
8
3
0
3
4
3
7
3
3
6
5
3
8
1
0
1
4
14
18
9
8
17
1
5
6
0
6
6

Table F.2: Number of times economic codes and sub-codes show up while visiting cut and spray glyphosate treatments

Code
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

Economic (cut and spray glyphosate)
3
4
1
2
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.1
4.2
3
2
2
2
1
4
2
3
2
2
2
1most no 8/5 yes

5

6
1

7

8

3
1
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Table F.3: Number of times economic codes and sub-codes show up while visiting spray-only glyphosate treatments

Category
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

1

Economic (spray only glyphosate)
3
4
2
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.1
4.2
1
2
1
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5

6

7

8

2
2

Table F.4: Number of times economic codes and sub-codes show up while visiting spray-only metsulfuron treatments

Category
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

1
3
2

Economic (spray only metsulfuron)
3
4
2
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.1
4.2
1

5

6

7
1

8
1
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Table F.5: Number of times economic codes and sub-codes show up while visiting the aerial glyphosate treatment

Category
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

1

Economic (aierial glyphosate)
3
4
2
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.1
4.2
1
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5

6

7
1

8

Table F.6: Number of times economic codes and sub-codes show up while visiting untreated control areas

Category
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

1

2

Economic (control)
3
3.1
3.2
3.3

4
4.1

4.2

5

6

7

8

2
2
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Table F.7: Number of times economic codes and sub-codes show up while visiting spray-only glyphosate treatments two years
after

Category
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

Economic (spray only glyphosate 2yrs after)
3
4
1
2
3.1
3.2
3.3
4.1
4.2
1
1
10
1
3
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5

6

7
1
1

8
1

2
1

Table F.8: Number of times biological codes and sub-codes show up while visiting spray-only glyphosate treatments

Category
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

9

Biological (spray only glyphosate)
12
10
11
12.1 12.2 12.3
1
1
3
1

12.4

13

14

15

1

2
1

185
Table F.9: Number of times biological codes and sub-codes show up while visiting cut and spray glyphosate treatments
Biological (cut and spray glyphosate)
12
Category
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

9

10

11

12.1

1
2

12.2
1

most agree
14/15 good
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12.3

12.4
1

13
2
2

14

15

2
1

1
2

Table F.10: Number of times biological codes and sub-codes show up while visiting spray-only metsulfuron treatments

Category
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

Biological (spray only metsulfuron)
12
10
11
12.1 12.2 12.3
2
5

9

12.4

13

14

15
1
1

most yes x2
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Table F.11: Number of times biological codes and sub-codes show up while visiting the aerial glyphosate treatment

Category
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

9
1

Biological (aierial glyphosate)
12
10
11
12.1 12.2 12.3
1
2
1
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12.4

13

14

15

Table F.12: Number of times biological codes and sub-codes show up while visiting untreated control areas
Biological (Conlrol)
12
Category
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

9

10

11

12.1
2
3

12.2
1

12.3

12.4

2
1

13

14
1

15
1

1
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Table F.13: Number of times biological codes and sub-codes show up while visiting spray-only glyphosate treatments two
years after

Category
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

Biological (spray only glyphosate 2yrs after)
12
9
10
11
12.1 12.2 12.3
1
1
3
1
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12.4

13
1

14

15
2
1

Table F.14: Number of times environmental codes show up while visiting cut and spray
glyphosate treatments
Environmental (cut and spray glyphosate)
Category
16
17
Number of quotes timber
1
Number of quotes non-timber
1
Counts or show of hands

18
1
2

Table F.15: Number of times environmental codes show up while visiting spray-only
glyphosate treatments
Environmental (spray only glyposate)
Category
16
17
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

18
1

Table F.16: Number of times environmental codes show up while visiting spray-only
metsulfuron treatment
Environmental (spray only metsulfuron)
Category
16
17
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
1
Counts or show of hands
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18
1

Table F.17: Number of times environmental codes show up while visiting the aerial
glyphosate treatment
Environmental (aerial glyphosate)
Category
16
17
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
1
Counts or show of hands

18
2

Table F.18: Number of times environmental codes show up while visiting untreated
control areas

Category
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

Environmental (control)
16

17
3

18
3
7

most would not treat near water

Table F.19: Number of times environmental codes show up while visiting spray-only
glyphosate treatments two years after
Environmental (spray only glyposate 2yr after)
Category
16
17
Number of quotes timber
1
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands
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18

Table F.20: Number of times field focus group critique codes show up while visiting
spray-only glyphosate treatments
Field focus group critiques (spray only glyphosate)
Category
19
20
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

21
1

Table F.21: Number of times field focus group critique codes show up while visiting
spray-only metsulfuron treatments
Field focus group critiques (spray only metsulfuron)
Category
19
20
Number of quotes timber
2
1
Number of quotes non-timber
3
2
Counts or show of hands

21

Table F.22: Number of times field focus group critique codes show up while visiting the
aerial glyphosate treatment
Field focus group critiques (aerial glyphosate)
Category
19
20
Number of quotes timber
5
Number of quotes non-timber
2
Counts or show of hands
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21

Table F.23: Number of times field focus group critique codes show up while visiting
untreated control areas
Field focus group critiques (control)
Category
19
Number of quotes timber
Number of quotes non-timber
Counts or show of hands

20

21
2

Table F.24: Number of times field focus group critique codes show up while visiting
spray-only glyphosate treatments two years after
Field focus group critiques (spray only glyphosate 2yrs after)
Category
19
20
21
Number of quotes timber
2
Number of quotes non-timber
3
3
Counts or show of hands
3x good concensus
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3

Appendix G
Letter and Response Concerning Secondary Verification of Analysis

Ben Kendall
CU Dep. Forestry and Natural Resources
265 Lehotsky Hall
Clemson, SC 29634
May, 15th 2009
Dear Ben,
I appreciate you agreeing to look through this data for me. I have highlighted four basic
themes that seem present in the data. They are color coded as shown below. I mainly
want to know if you agree that these exerts belong to the same theme category that I
specified. Read through it as if you were trying to gather quotes to support various
general themes. If you agree with color code, leave it be. If you do not agree then write
out to the side or below which theme you would put it in. If you would have put a quote
in a new completely different theme note that also.
If you want, you can just go through and read the highlighted stuff, but if you have time I
encourage you to read through the entire dialogue. It will help the quotes make since.
Keep in mind the only quotes that really need to be analyzed are the Landowner
comments represented as (NT: and T:) in the transcripts. The moderators (HI: and Matt:)
were talking so much to give info and to help bring out responses. Also, if you would
please pick 3 sub-themes or sub-topics that fit within each of the four themes and write
them down I would appreciate it. You don’t need to get extremely in depth (adding up
quotes or anything). I have already done that. I just want to compare the sub topics that I
have listed to be most important, with the ones that jump out at you. Let me know if you
have any questions.
Thanks a lot,
Matt Howle
Graduate Research Assistant
CU Dep. Forestry and Natural Resources
mhowle@clemson.edu
Cell: (864) 710-8774
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Sub-themes (identified by Ben)
Biological efficacy concerns:
1. Overall effective for variety of treatments
2. Seems to be a lack of Knowledge on how privet spreads fueling fear of spreading
and regrowing
3. Perceived impact on non-target species and the selectivity of control

Economic concerns:
1. The cost effectiveness of control due to varied management objectives and the
return on the investment
2. Perceived need for cost-share programs or other incentives from landowners
3. The need for qualified applicators and warranties to insure control effectiveness

Environmental impacts:
1. A perceived positive benefit to wildlife of privet
2. Impacts of control on non-target native plants and animals
3. Water quality impacts of using chemicals near a water body

Field Focus Group evaluation and demonstration quality:
1. Perceived impact of privet on recreational land uses and aesthetics of
demonstration areas
2. Focus groups seemed to work as effective demonstrations
3. Aerial application site not as good for demonstration
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